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FOREWORD
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BDM Corporation for Sandia Laboratories under contract number 46-3065.

Mr. C. B. Rogers was the Sandia Technical Program Monitor. The princi-
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Ms. D. Kadlec, Mr. J. Nakos, and Mr. R. M. Turfler.
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CHAPTER I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. OVERVIEW

The purpose of this analysis is to provide photovoltaic (P/V) system

design and field engineers with an understanding of the primary factors

which can cause individual P/V cells in a module or an array to be forced

into reverse bias and eventual failure and to provide guidelines for the

adequate protection of the cells. The analysis was performed to address

the specific problem of the failure of P/V cells occurring at the Mt.

Laguna, California, P/V flat plate array. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL), Pasadena, California, has initiated the testing phase of this cell

failure problem. The BDM Corporation (BDM) is analyzing JPL data using

the P/V cell transient analysis program, PV-TAP, in order to develop an

analytical model of the cell failure mechanisms. The primary mode of

cell failure identified by JPL is outgassing which eventually produces

cracked cells. This outgassing comes about as a result of particular

cells operating at reverse bias and therefore being driven to higher

temperatures than the average cell temperature.

The Solar Power Corporation portion of the flat plate P/V array at

Mt. Laguna consists of series strings of 14 M-modules. Each M-module

consists of 40 series-connected, 10-cm diameter P/V cells with an RTV

(silicon rubber compound) cover and a polyester backing material.

Data provided by Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, The

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, and Solar Power Corpora-

tion, Massachusetts, were used to determine the conditions causing

reverse bias. These conditions can be subdivided into two groups, one

group relating to the module level and the other group relating to the

14-module string. On the module level, there are seven separate cate-

gories which determine conditions that can cause a P/V cell to go into

reverse bias. These categories for a module of 40 series P/V cells are:
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(1) Cracked cell

(2) Low tell

(3) Variations on 'Sc and V0C
(4) Shadowing

(5) External temperature effects

(6) Bypass diode placement

(7) Short circuit conditions.

These categories, along with their variously interrelated subcategories,

were studied through the use of the Photovoltaic Transient Analysis

Computer program. This program incorporates an Ebers-Moll P/V cell model

and the appropriate governing cell parameters and is presently designated

PV-TAP (Photovoltaic-Transient Analysis Program).

Upon completion of the module level analysis, conditions causing

reverse bias were reevaluated for a string of 14 series modules of 40

series P/V cells, and narrowed down to the following simple list:

(1) Manufacturing variations

(2) Shadowing combined with manufacturing variations

(3) Shadowing one cell in a string.

Figure I-1 presents an overview of the major factors in the flow of the

analysis.

B. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The analysis begins by identifying the potential factors which can

cause a P/V cell to go into reverse bias. Then each of these factors is

evaluated in a module of 40 individual cells and in a string of 14 modules

for the full range of the module and string operating voltages. Since

reverse bias can be caused by the interaction of dissimilar P/V cells, it

is necessary to perform this analysis with a group of series-connected

P/V cells rather than with one individual P/V cell. (The sequence of

steps in the technical approach is presented in figure 1-2.)
The next major step in the analysis is to develop the relationship

between reverse bias and P/V cell temperature. This is accomplished by

calculating cell current as a function of cell voltage to determine the

I-2
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MT. LAGUNA CELL FAILURES

CRACKED CELLS

JPL CRACKED CELL FAILURE MODEL

RTV

FLEXIBLE RT - PN CELL

PRESSURE POCKET

RIGID I F"IPLYESTER

NORMAL * ENVIRONMENTAL
VARIATIONS " MANUFACTURING

" OPERATING POINT

CAN THE PN CELL GET HOT ENOUGH
TO INITIATE OUTGASSING?

CAN THE CELLS BE
F.F A PROTECTED?

Figure I-i. P/V Cell Failure Analysis Flow Chart
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TECHNICAL APPROACH

IDENTIFY FACTORS WHICH CAUSE REVERSE BIAS

A. ENVIRONMENTAL
SHADOWING

B. PARAMETER VARIATIONS
SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
SHUNT RESISTANCE

C. OPERATING POINT
PEAK POWER
SHORT CIRCUIT

PHOTOVOLTAIC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM

REVERSE

THERMAL MODEL

BYPASS DIODE TELL
\PROTECTION

Figure I-2. Technical Approach Flow Chart
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reverse power dissipated across a cell. Reverse power is then input into

the cell thermal model in which the dominant heat transfer pathway

(greatest surface area) is from the cell to the surrounding air envelope.

Since the heat transfer pathway from cell to cell is only 7% of the total

pathway, it will be assumed that the thermal analysis of the reverse

biased cell can be performed independent of other cells in the string.

The final major step in the analysis is to combine the causes of

reverse bias with cell heating due to reverse bias and the effects of

bypass diodes. This process allows the identification of the failure

mechanisms. Once the failure mechanisms are identified, protective

measures are devised to eliminate these failures.

As an aid to the understanding of the P/V system as a whole, it

should be recognized that in order to develop usable output voltages, P/V

systems typically require the series connection of several hundred cells

to form a string. Since current must be the same through all cells in

the string, the string can be thought of as operating through the "weakest

sister" concept in that the minimum cell dominates performance of the

string. In order to minimize this operational characteristic, the string

should be broken up into smaller groups, each protected with a bypass

diode, so that the voltage contribution of each group is small compared

to string voltage and no one group will dominate string performance.

C. SYSTEM SENSITIVITIES

In order to provide a better understanding of the overall operation

of a P/V array, typical cell characteristics which affect the overall

system were studied in a parametric fashion to determine their impact on

array performance. Impact on array performance was measured directly

through a concept termed sensitivity (figure 1-3). Sensitivity can be

defined as:

module voltage
module voltage at point where
at peak power - minimum cell
point first goes into

Sensitivity = reverse bias
module voltage
at peak power
point
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Sensitivity, combined with reverse bias on the minimum cell in a module

at short circuit conditions, provides a complete means for measuring the

impact of cell parameters on overall array performance.

Detailed PV-TAP computer analyses were performed on each of the

seven separate conditions which could cause reverse bias listed in section

A, Overview, and sensitivities and maximum reverse bias cell voltages at

short circuit conditions were tabulated. Results indicated that the

cases of cracked cell, low cell, and shadowed cell can all be reduced to

the case of a shadowed cell which is primarily a reduction in cell photo-

current. Results also indicated that photocurrent is the cell parameter

which has the greatest influence on array performance. Open circuit

voltage, ambient temperature, series resistance, and saturation current

all have marginal affects on array performance. Normal manufacturing

variations on the previously mentioned parameters will also not produce

any significant effects on array performance.

D. CONCLUSIONS

The impact on cell reverse voltage produced by each environmental

and/or manufacturing variation considered is summarized in the following

paragraphs beginning with the conditions causing the least reverse bias.

The conditions causing least reverse bias are variations in cell tempera-

ture and variations in open circuit voltage. Plots of cell voltage

versus module voltage demonstrate that variations in open circuit voltage

alone, or variations in cell temperature alone, will not cause any cells

to go into reverse bias regardless of the module operating point.

Manufacturing variations on short circuit current result in moderate

levels of reverse bias. The distribution of short circuit current is

controlled by the sorting process on cells which occurs before manufac-

ture of the modules. This sorting process limits cell reverse bias by

forcing the short circuit current of cells within a module to be within

a limited range. In chapter III, the voltage of the cell with the maximum

reverse bias in a module is plotted against string voltage. At the array

peak power point of approximately 235 volts, the voltage across the cell

I-7
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with the maximum reverse bias is approximately 0 volts. Similar results

for the module may be obtained by considering plots which show that the

module is forward biased at the peak power voltage of the array. Since

the maximum reverse bias on any given module is limited to approximately

1 volt by the bypass diode, short circuiting of the array will produce

near short circuit conditions in every module.

The maximum reverse bias on any given cell for manufacturing varia-

tions on short circuit current is approximately 2.1 volts reverse bias at

short circuit of the array. In summary, variations on short circuit

current alone will not cause any modules or cells to become reverse

biased at peak power of the array but can cause 2.1 volts reverse bias on

a cell when the array output is short circuited.

The plots of module voltage as a function of string voltage indicate

that uniform shadowing of one module can cause that module to become

reverse biased. Plots of cell voltage as a function of string voltage

indicate that a combination of uniform shadowing on one module and varia-

tions on short circuit current produce approximately the same maximum

reverse bias on any cell as would be produced by variations on short

circuit current alone. However, with nonuniform shadowing of the module,

the maximum reverse bias on the cell can occur when the array is oper-

ating at its peak power point in addition to the case when the array is

operating at short circuit.

The worst case reverse bias on a cell occurs when shadowing is

limited to a single cell in an array. With only one bypass diode per

module to limit cell reverse voltage, shadowing a single cell can gen-

erate as much as about 20 volts reverse bias on that cell at array peak

power. This reverse bias voltage is dropped across the cell at a peak

power string current of approximately 1.8 amperes, dissipating 36 watts

of thermal power. This level of thermal power dissipation can drive cell

temperature as high as 130*C at ambient temperature of 20*C, a point

which is well beyond the temperature range for onset of outgassing of the

M-module (80-100*C).

Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show shadowed cell temperature as a function of

percent reduction in insolation on that shadowed cell for the case of

1-8
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shadowing on one cell in a string with shunt resistances (RSH) of 1000 Q
and 25 Q, respectively. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 were generated by use of the

following equation in PV-TAP:

TCell = TAmbient + * SoAo (-S) -PF E PR

where

TCell

TAmbient

S
0

A
0

AT
AS

AT

APE

S

Eq. (1-1)

= cell temperature

= ambient temperature

= design insolation (1000 W/m2 )

= area of cell

= change in temperature due to insolation power

= change in temperature due to cell reverse electrical
power

= degree of shadow

= electrical power generated in forward bias

= electrical power dissipated in reverse bias

The values for AT and AT
an were obtained from the P/V cell thermal model

which was calibrated against JPL data at zero wind speed and an ambient

temperature of 20.8*C. Referring ahead to chapter IV, section B of this

report gives:

AS = 4. 35*C/W

AT = 3.0*C/W

APE

Figures 1-4 and 1-5 consider the environmental condition (shadowing)

which generates the worst case reverse cell voltage and compare the cell

I-11
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temperature generated by this reverse cell voltage to the module out-

gassing temperatue. Analysis of figure 1-4 clearly shows that a 20

percent reduction in insolation on a shadowed cell with RSH = 1000

(ambient temperature = 20*C) will drive that shadowed cell up to the

temperatures where outgassing begins (M-module, 80-100*C). Similarly, a

36 percent reduction in insolation on a shadowed cell with RSH = 25 Q
(ambient temperature = 20*C) will drive that shadowed cell up to the

temperatures where outgassing begins. However, both values of shunt

resistance produce nearly the same maximum temperature. Since the insola-

tion can be expected to vary from full illumination to a nearly complete

shadow, there is a high probability that the maximum temperature will be

experienced by many of the cells in the array.

Changes in the ambient temperature will shift the curve representing

cell temperature up or down in figures 1-4 and 1-5. The curves are shown

for a nominal temperature of 20*C, but ambient temperatures of 30*C

(86*F) can be expected in the summer at Mt. Laguna. This higher tempera-

ture will shift the curve up, reducing the safety margin between normal

cell temperature (with no shadow) and the outgassing temperature.

As discussed above, shadowing of one cell can cause a module to

become reverse biased and the shadowed cell to reach temperatures almost

60*C above the onset of outgassing even when the array is operating at

peak power. Since uneven illumination can not be eliminated, the reverse

bias on each cell must be limited. Bypass diodes can be used to limit

the maximum reverse bias on a cell.

The maximum allowable reverse bias can be obtained from the PV-TAP

runs. The maximum allowable reverse bias is the cell voltage necessary

to heat the cell to the lowest outgassing temperature.

Once the maximum allowable cell reverse voltage is determined, an

equation developed in DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS*

can be used to calculate the number of cells allowed per bypass diode

*R. M. Turfler, T. J. Lambarski and R. W. Grant, DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR

LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS, The BDM Corporation for Sandia Laboratories
SAND79-7001, U6-63A, January 1979, pp. 111-12, 13.
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and, consequently, the number of bypass diodes needed per module (table

I-1). The following equation from DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR LARGE PHOTO-

VOLTAIC ARRAYS specifies the maximum reverse bias on a shadowed cell as a

function of the voltages of the cells in a bypass group and the bypass

diode voltage.

VRB f + VOCC (N-1) Eq. (1-2)

where

N = number of cells per bypass group

VOCC = open circuit voltage of illuminated cell

VRB = maximum allowable reverse voltage
Vf = forward voltage of bypass diode.

If the maximum allowable reverse bias is known, the equation can be

inverted to determine the maximum number of cells (N) allowable per

bypass group.

In summary, the maximum allowable reverse voltage is computed from

the equation (1-1) for cell temperature. Then, the maximum number of

cells per bypass diode is computed using equation (1-2) above. The

reverse bias associated with outgassing temperature is 6.7 V for 1000-Q

shunt resistance and 7.8 V for 25-Q shunt resistance. Typically, the

open circuit voltage of the 10-cm diameter Solar Power cells is 0.544 V.

The minimum number of bypass diodes per module needed to ensure a conser-

vative design was computed from these values and is tabulated in table

I-1 for nominal ambient temperature (20*C), typical summer ambient temp-

erature (30*C), low shunt resistance (25 Q) and high shunt resistance

(1000 0). The intermediate quantities of maximum allowable reverse bias

and maximum number of cells per bypass diode are also given in table I-1.

These values assume a forward voltage on the bypass diode of 1 V. These

values also depend on the minimum outgassing temperature of 80*C for the

M-module.

Because the module consists of 4 rows of 10 cells each row, the most

economically feasible bypass diode configurations would be 4 and 8 diodes

per module. The former would be less expensive but might not provide

adequate protection in the summer.

I-13



TABLE I-l. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE REVERSE VOLTAGE AND NUMBER
OF BYPASS DIODES PER MODULE

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE

Nominal

Nominal

Summer

Summer

INITIAL
OUTGASSING

CELL
TEMPERATURE

*C

80

80

80

80

SHUNT
RESISTANCE

Q

25

1000

25

1000

MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE
REVERSE

# CELLS
PER

BYPASS
# BYPASS DIODES

PER MODULE

V

7.8

6.7

5.5

4.6

13

11

9

7

3*

4

5

6

*Slightly over maximum allowable reverse bias.

m

0
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CHAPTER II

TECHNICAL APPROACH

A. OVERVIEW

The purpose of this analysis is to provide photovoltaic system

design and field engineers with an understanding of the primary factors

which can cause individual P/V cells in a module or an array to be forced

into reverse bias and eventual failure and to provide guidelines for

adequate protection of the array.

The analysis was performed to address the specific problem of the

failure of P/V cells occurring at the Mt. Laguna, California P/V flat

plate array.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, California, has

initiated the testing phase of this cell failure problem; The BDM Corpora-

tion (BDM) is analyzing JPL data using the P/V cell transient analysis

program, PV-TAP, in order to develop an analytical model of the cell

failure mechanism. The primary mode of cell failure identified by JPL is

outgassing which eventually produces cracked cells.

The Solar Power portion of the flat plate P/V array at Mt. Laguna

consists of series strings of 14 M-modules. Each M-module consists of 40

series-connected, 10-cm diameter P/V cells with an RTV (silicon rubber

compound) cover and a polyester backing material.

The analysis begins by identifying the potential factors which can

cause a P/V cell to go into reverse bias. Then each of these factors is

evaluated in a module of 40 individual cells and in a string of 14

modules for the full range of the module and string operating voltages.

Since reverse bias can be caused by the interaction of dissimilar P/V

cells, it is necessary to perform this analysis with a group of series-

connected P/V cells rather than with one individual P/V cell.

The next step in the analysis is to develop the relationship between

reverse bias and P/V cell temperature. The final temperature assessment

will be made for the cell with the worst reverse bias conditions. The
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other cells will be at lower reverse bias or forward biased. Therefore,

to a first approximation, they can be considered to remain near their

normal operating temperature and will not significantly affect the

thermal flow of the reverse biased cell.

The final step in the analysis is to combine the causes of reverse

bias with the cell heating due to reverse bias and the effects of bypass

diodes. This process allows the identification of the failure mech-

anisms. Once the failure mechanisms are identified, protective measures

are devised to eliminate these failures.

B. MANUFACTURING AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS CONSIDERED

Data provided by Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico; The

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California; and Soler Power Corpor-

ation, Massachusetts was used to determine the conditions causing reverse

bias. These conditions can be subdivided into two groups, one group

relating to the module level and the other group relating to the 14-

module string. On the module level, there are six separate categories

which determine conditions that can cause a P/V cell to go into reverse

bias. These categories for a module of 40 series P/V cells are:

(1) Cracked cell

(2) Low cell

(3) Cell parameter variations on ISC and VOC
(4) Shadowing

(5) External temperature effects

(6) Bypass diode placement

These categories, along with their variously interrelated subcategories,

were studied through the use of the Photovoltaic Transient Analysis

Computer program. This program incorporates an Ebers-Moll P/V cell model

and the appropriate governing cell parameters and is presently designated

PV-TAP (Photovoltaic-Transient Analysis Program).

Upon completion of the module level analysis, conditions causing

reverse bias were reevaluated for a string of 14 series modules of 40

series P/V cells, and narrowed down to the following simple list:
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(1) Cell parameter variations

(2) Shadowing combined with cell parameter variations

(3) Shadowing one cell in a string.

Figure II-1 is a pictorial representation of the previously listed

conditions which could cause a P/V cell to go into reverse bias. A

cracked cell is simply a cell with a crack due to a mechanical type of

failure. A low cell is generated through the spreading of cell short

circuit current distributions (in an original manufacturing short circuit

cell bin) due to the effects of photocuring, encapsulation, and spectral

variation as cells are built up into P/V modules. Photocuring is a

process which changes the optical properties of the specific material

involved. Encapsulation also changes optical properties, but the process

occurs due to the introduction of a new material which the insolation has

to pass through in order to reach the P/V cell. Spectral changes refer

to the difference between the spectral output of the xenon light source

used to sort the cells into bins and the solar spectrum.

Cell parameter variations introduce the effects of mismatched cells,

which come about due to manufacturing tolerances, and the effects of

photocuring, encapsulation, and spectral changes. The P/V cells are

sorted into four bins according to short circuit current with each bin +

2.5 percent wide. Then modules are constructed using the cells from one

bin. However, the effects of photocuring, encapsulation, and spectral

changes may spread the distribution of short circuit current of the cells

to perhaps + 7.5 percent. This number is based on measurements made on

only one module and may not be typical of all modules.

Figure II-1 also illustrates shadowing which may be concentrated on

one cell or spread out over a module, representing distinct shadows cast

by objects close to the array such as animals, people, etc. , and diffuse

shadows cast by clouds. The external temperature variations represent

the difference in temperature from one location to another within the

array.
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C. PRIMARY P/V CELL FAILURE SEQUENCE

The primary failure mechanism considered in this analysis is

associated with Solar Power Corporation's M-modules. at Mt. Laguna,

California. The M-modules are RTV-encapsulated modules of 40 series-

connected P/V cells with one bypass diode per module. The P/V cell

failure sequence can be visualized as a three-part operation: environ-

mental conditions, reverse bias, and resistance heating. Environmental

conditions refer to the physical characteristics of the environment such

as weather phenomena, maintenance conditions, or manufacturing condi-

tions. Environmental conditions include:

(1) Shadowing

(2) Cell parameter variations

(3) Number and placement of bypass diodes.

Reverse bias of P/V cells occurs through the interaction of many

series-connected cells under nonuniform conditions. The interaction can

be envisioned in the folowing manner. Due to the nonuniform conditions,

one P/V cell produces less photocurrent than the other cells. This low

cell tends to limit the current produced by the series string. Since the

voltage contribution of one cell is a small fraction of the string

voltage, the low cell can be forced into reverse bias by the other cells

when the low cell tries to severely limit the string current.

When the cell is in reverse bias, it is no longer producing energy

but rather dissipating it. This energy is dissipated in the form of

heat. The heating, in turn, can cause a significant mismatch in the out-

gassing rates of the various materials resulting in gas pocket forma-

tion. The gas pockets may eventually erupt,causing delamination and cell

cracking.

D. P/V CELL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEORY OF OPERATION

1. P/V Cell Physical Characteristics

This section presents the data used for the analysis. The

review of P/V cell operation contained in the following section will aid
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in understanding the causes of reverse bias. In order to analyze the Mt.

Laguna array, many cell parameters must be known. The parameters of

interest include shunt and series resistances, cell area, and short circuit

current, among others. The analysis in this report is based primarily on

cell data provided by Solar Power Corporation. Most of the data were

derived from current/voltage (I-V) curves provided by the cell manu-

facturer.

From the thickness of the cell [0.018 in. (4.6E-4m)], the area

of the cell [78.5 cm2 (78.5E-4 m2 )], and the heat capacitance of silicon

per unit volume [4.9E-4 W-hr/cm3 OC]**, the thermal capacitance of a cell

was determined to be 5.68 W-s/*C.

A cross section of the module is provided in figure 11-2 with
information showing specific materials, thicknesses, and thermal conduc-

tivities. The thermal resistance of the cell was determined from field

data provided by Sandia Laboratories in figures 11-3 and 11-4. The

thermal resistance value computed includes the combined resistances of

the P/V cell and its encapsulant. A combined thermal resistance value

was calculated in order to include the thermal effects of the materials

surrounding the P/V cell which in reality are "in series" with the cell

in the thermal heat flow path between the cell and the environment. The

thermal resistance is calculated according to a simplified P/V cell

thermal model presented in figure 11-5. The circuit equation for the

model is:

Tcell - TR = (S - E) RTH (Eq. 2-1)

** R. B. Adler, A. C. Smith, and R. L. Longin, INTRODUCTION TO SEMI-
CONDUCTOR PHYSICS, Vol. I, 1964, p. 7.
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SOLAR POWER CORPORATION'S

M-MODULE

SECTION VIEW

MATERIAL: RTV
THICKNESS: 90 MIL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 0.11 Btu/hr-ft-*F

SOLAR CELL: SILICON
THICKNESS: 18 MIL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 69.36 Btu/hr-ft-*F

MATERIAL: RTV
THICKNESS: 10 MIL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 0.11 Btu/hr-ft-*F

MATERIAL: GLASS FIBER FILLED POLYESTER BASE
THICKNESS: 100 MIL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 0.25 Btu/hr-ft-*F

AMBIENT

NOTES: RTV = GE 615 SILICON RUBBER

Figure II-2. M-Module Section View
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047

TCELL ]
POWER = [INSOLATION - ELECTRICAL POWER]

_ [S-PE]

P/V CELL

RTH

TR

0

TR =

= THERMAL RESISTANCE OF P/V CELL

REFERENCE TEMPERATURE = AMBIENT

CIRCUIT EQUATION:

[TiiTR] = AT = [S - PE] RTH

Figure II-5. Simplified P/V Cell Thermal Model
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where: Tcell = P/V cell temperature

TR = Reference temperature

S = Insolation power on P/V cell

PE = Electrical power taken from P/V cell

RTH = Combined thermal resistance of P/V cell.

The insolation can be calculated with respect to solar altitude

angle, declination, azimuth, elevation, direct normal insolation, diffuse

insolation and collector tilt angle and cell area. The electrical power

of one cell can be obtained from figure 11-3, and the normal cell operat-

ing temperature specified by Solar Power Corporation is 46*C. The com-

bined thermal resistance of our P/V cell, assuming adiabatic sides in an

equilibrium situation, can then be calculated through equation 2-1. The

value obtained is RTH = 3.0*C/W based on JPL data. This value of thermal

resistance combined with the value thermal capacitance (CTH = thermal

capacitance = 5.68 W-s/*C) determines the thermal equivalent of an elec-

trical RC time constant to be 17 seconds.

The P/V cell I-V curves were supplied by Solar Power and were

reduced by BDM to provide parameters for the PV-TAP models. The measured

I-V curves are presented in figure 11-6. The values given by Solar Power

for series resistance, shunt resistance, breakdown voltage and open

circuit temperature coefficient are presented as follows:

R(series) = 25-40 m

R(shunt) = 1000 0

V(bkdn) = -30 through -50 V

Temperature Coefficient = = -2.15 mV/*C

BDM determined best-fit parameters for the PV-TAP cell model

from the I-V curve (figure 11-6) provided by Solar Power. To verify the

data reduction, these best-fit parameters were used in PV-TAP to generate

an I-V curve. The curve was identical to the measured data within
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the accuracy of the graph. These best-fit parameters indicated a shunt

resistance of 25 ohms. Shunt resistance is a primary factor in deter-

mining reverse bias. Therefore, both these values of shunt resistance

(25 ohms and 1000 ohms) were used to bound the range of values and

provide a check for the impact of shunt resistance on reverse bias for

certain runs. For the other runs 25 ohms was used as the primary value

for shunt resistance.

2. Basic P/V Cell Operation

The photovoltaic cell is basically a PN junction diode. The

behavior of the cell can be modeled with the Ebers-Moll circuit analog

model shown in figure 11-7. The current source, ID. is given by the

normal PN junction diode equation;

OVD

ID = IST(e -1)

where IST = saturation current at a given temperature

0 = emission constant

VD = junction voltage.

The current source, IP, is the photocurrent generated in the

junction. It can be approximated by the short circuit current, ISC'
measured at a given insolation and temperature. The photocurrent

increases linearly with insolation but varies only slightly with temper-

ature over the normal operating ranges. C is the junction capacitance.

The shunt resistance, RSH, determines the amount of current leakage

across the junction due to ohmic defects. The series resistance, RS, is

a combination of the bulk resistance and distributed resistance due to

contacts.

The P/V cell is operated with no external bias. When illuminated, a

photocurrent, I,, is produced across the junction as indicated in figure

11-7. This will produce a current in the external load with the positive
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direction as indicated. If the anode is shorted to the cathode, essen-

tially all the current will flow through the external terminals and the

output voltage will be zero. This condition is represented by the short

circuit current, ISC, in the typical I-V curve shown in figure 11-8. The

basic shape of the curve is determined by the diode current, I, which is

exponential. When a discrete load is placed across the terminals, the

voltage developed across this load biases the junction, causing some of

the photocurrent to be shunted through the junction. This current,

consisting mostly of ID, subtracts from the photocurrent reducing the

current available at the output.

At the other extreme is the open circuit voltage, VOC, which is

obtained when the terminals are disconnected. V0C is determined by the

diode equation since essentially all of the photocurrent passes through

and forward biases the junction. V0 C increases logarithmically with

insolation since it is determined by the photocurrent, IP, being forced

through the junction as ID. Conversely, V0 C decreases with temperature

since the saturation current, IS, in the diode equation increases with

temperature. This means that the junction is unable to sustain the same

voltage at higher temperatures.

The shape of the curve in figure 11-8 is also dependent on the

values of RSH and RS. These resistances cause the curve to deviate

further from a rectangular shape. Small values of RSH will shunt some of

the photocurrent, reducing the current available at the output at all

values of voltage. At open circuit the current in the shunt resistor

will reduce the current available to the diode equation, reducing VOC.
Large values of series resistance will reduce the output voltage propor-

tioned to current. In short circuit conditions the current through the

series resistance will cause a voltage at the junction which will shunt

some current through the junction elements, ID and RSH. This will cause

ISC to be lower than the photocurrent, IP.

Normal output from the typical cell described by figure 11-8 would
be about 1.3 amperes at 0.45 volts. Higher voltages and currents can be

obtained by placing cells in series and parallel. When identical cells

are placed in series, the current of the string is the same as that from
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one cell, but the voltage is the sum of the individual cell voltages.

Thus for four cells in series the current is still 1.3 amperes, while the

voltage is 4 x 0.45 = 1.8 volts.

When identical cells are connected in parallel, the voltage of the

string is the same as that from one cell, but the current is the sum of

the individual cell currents. Thus for four cells in parallel, the

voltage is 0.45 volts, but the current is 4 x 1.3 = 5.2 amperes.

When cells with different short circuit currents are placed in

series, the cell with the lowest short circuit current will tend to limit

the current produced by the string. The operating points of the various

cells will adjust to the mismatches so that all cells will operate at the

same current. Cells with higher current capability will operate at

voltages above their peak power point and cells with lower current

capability will operate at voltages below their peak power point. If the

short circuit current of the lowest cell is less than the current at

which the string is operated, the cell will be forced into reverse bias.

The degree of reverse bias is roughly proportional to this current differ-

ence and to the shunt resistance of the cell.
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CHAPTER III

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CELL REVERSE BIAS AND
MANUFACTURING AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The environmental conditions which can cause individual P/V cells in

a module or in a string to be driven into reverse bias can be related to

the parameters of the PV-TAP cell model through a careful understanding

of the nature of each environmental phenomenon and the manner in which

each phenomenon could affect P/V cell operations.

A simple example of the relationship of environmental conditions to

P/V cell operation is the shadowing of a P/V cell due to cloud formation.

Since a cloud formation can take a variety of physical shapes, and since

these shapes can block the sun to varying degrees, the predominant charac-

teristics of this environmental phenomenon would be related to the number

of P/V cells shadowed by the cloud and to the insolation level on each

P/V cell. These two characteristics are easily modeled in PV-TAP and can

be implemented through two different methods. The first method is to

directly vary the insolation on individual P/V cells. The second method

is to notice that photocurrent is directly proportional to insolation and

then to directly vary the photocurrent on individual cells. Both of

these methods produce the same results and can be used interchangeably.

Each of the environmental conditions considered in this report can be

analyzed in a similar manner. These separate analyses are presented in

the following sections along with the graphical outputs from PV-TAP.

To illustrate how nonuniform illumination (or short circuit current

variation) can cause reverse bias, consider figure III-1 which shows one

string driving a load. Since all the cells in the string are in series,

the same current must flow in each cell. Under normal operating condi-

tions and full design illumination, typical array operating voltages are

in the range of 200 to 230 volts. The ratio of peak power cell voltage

(VPCC) to open circuit cell voltage (VOCC) is typically 0.75 for these
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Figure III-1. One String Driving the Load with One Cell Shadowed
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P/V cells at design insolation. Therefore, the open circuit string

voltage (VOCS) is typically in the range of 265 to 310 volts. However,

the current flowing through the string reduces the operating voltage of

each cell from the open circuit cell voltage such that the operating

voltage of the string is equal to the voltage of the load. The operating

voltage of the load is determined by the peak power point of the array

and is assumed to be almost constant for small shadows.

If one cell in a series string is completely shadowed so that it

produces no current, then there can be very little current flowing

through any of the other cells (assuming the shadowed cell does not go

into reverse breakdown). Therefore, all the illuminated cells in the

string are operating near their open circuit voltages which produces the

VOCS of about 265 to 310 volts for the illuminated cells. The difference

between VOCS and the operating voltage will produce a reverse bias on the

shadowed cell of least 65 to 80 volts (265 to 310 minus 200 to 230) and

probably more since the load voltage will decrease due to the decreased

array current. The voltages are well above the maximum safe reverse

voltage of most cells and could cause failure.

The reverse voltage can be limited with bypass diodes which break

the series string into smaller series groups. Each of these series

strings produces only a fraction of the total string voltage and can

produce only a fraction of the reverse bias.

The graphical outputs from PV-TAP are presented in the form of

module I-V curves, module power versus module voltage curves, and minimum

cell voltage versus module voltage curves. The minimum cell voltage is

the maximum reverse bias on any cell in the run. In each of these plots

load resistance was the swept variable. This simulates the operation of

a module or string from short circuit conditions through open circuit

conditions. The plot of primary importance for each environmental condi-

tion studied is the plot of minimum cell voltage versus module voltage.

This plot clearly indicates the system operating point at which the

minimum P/V cell first goes into reverse bias.

A typical plot of minimum cell voltage versus module voltage is

presented in figure 111-2 along with the specific locations of the peak

power point of the system (module or string) and the point where the
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minimum cell first goes into reverse bias. The point where the minimum

cell first goes into reverse bias can be clearly identified from figure

111-2 by observing the point at which mininum cell voltage first drops

below the horizontal axis at zero cell voltage (approximately 15.3 module

volts). The peak power point is obtained from the tabular PV-TAP output

from which the smooth curve in figure 111-2 was generated. (The tabular

data output is not presented due to the very large number of data points

used to generate the plots.

The term labeled sensitivity in figure 111-2 represents a measure of
how easily an individual P/V cell can be driven into reverse bias by the

shifting of the peak power point of the system toward short circuit

conditions. Sensitivity relates the normal operating point of the sys-

tem, peak power, to the onset of reverse bias in an individual P/V cell.

It must be noted that reverse bias in itself does not imply failure

unless the reverse bias level is severe enough to heat the cell to a

damaging temperature level. Sensitivity with respect to voltage (SV) and

power (Sr) may be defined as follows:

v =(Vmpp Vmco )/Vmpp
S = (P - P )/Pp mpp mco mpp

where V = Voltage of module at peak power

Vmco = Voltage of module at point where minimum cell voltage

equals zero

P = Power of module at peak power

Pmco = Power of module at point where minimum cell voltage

equals zero

One of the most important points in figure 111-2 is the maximum

reverse bias voltage (at short circuit). This is the maximum reverse

bias that a P/V cell could expect to experience during normal operating

conditions. This point represents the point at which the maximum reverse

power (string current times reverse bias voltage) would be dissipated

across the cell.
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A matrix of computer simulation runs which resulted from the

detailed list of environmental conditions is presented in figure 111-3.
This list includes all of the significant environmental conditions which

could possibly produce reverse bias conditions identified in figure

III-1. Runs numbered 1 through 5 deal with the module and runs numbered

6 deal with the string.

Run number 1 models one cracked cell in a module and 39 identical

cells which remain undamaged. The parameters which are varied are short

circuit current (ISC), saturation current (IS), and the inverse of series

resistance (l/RS). These parameters are reduced in 2.5 percent decreas-

ing steps, a process which duplicates a cell with 2.5 percent of its

surface area being cracked off in successive steps.

Run number 2 models one cell in a module with low short circuit

current and a correspondingly low saturation current to keep the open

circuit voltage constant and 39 identical cells which operate at full

design short circuit current and saturation current. In a method similar

to the method of run number 1, 'Sc and IS are reduced in 2.5 percent

decreasing steps in order to generate a group of cells which have decreas-

ing short circuit currents and constant open circuit voltage.

Runs 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d represent a control case (3a) and manufac-

turing variations in short circuit current (ISC) and open circuit voltage

(VOC). The distribution use for ISC is a uniform +7.5 percent distri-

bution, and the distribution used for V0 C is a uniform +3 percent distri-

bution. Run 3b is a module of 40 cells with short circuit currents that

vary through a +7.5 percent uniform range. Run 3c is similar to run 3b

except that the distribution is now placed on IS to simulate a uniform

+3 percent V0 C distribution. Run 3d is a combination of runs 3b and 3c.

Run number 4a represents shadowing on one cell in a module of 40

cells with only one bypass diode, and run 4b represents shadowing on one

cell in a module of 40 cells with one bypass diode for every 20 cells.

Shadowing was implemented by reducing ISC in 2.5 percent decreasing steps

in order to simulate a progressively darkening shadow.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS RUN ARRAY DESCRIPTION NUMBER OF PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION OF
EXAMINED IDENTIFICATION PORTION CONSIDERED OF P/V CELLS PARAMETERS VARIED VARIED VARIATION

CRACKED CELL 1 MODULE OF 40 39 IDENTICAL CELLS 3SC' I' 1/RS
1 CRACKED C' , EACHH AT 2.5% DECREASING

STEP

LOW CELL 2 39 IDENTICAL CELLS 2 IS,'I EACH AT 2.5% DECREASING
1 LOW CELL SC S STEP

MANUFACTURING VARIATIONS 3a 40 IDENTICAL CELLS 0 0 CONTROL

3b " 40 CELLS CHOSEN FROM 1 ISC SC @ +7.5%
ONE ISC BIN UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

3c " 40 CELLS CHOSEN FROM 1 VOC VOC @+3.0%
ONE VOC BIN UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

3d " 40 CELLS CHOSEN FROM
ONE ISC/VOC BIN 2 ISC' VOC ISC @ +7.5%

UNIFORM DIST.
VOC @ +3.0%

UNIFORM DIST.

SHADOWING 4a " 39 IDENTICAL CELLS
NO BYPASS DIODES 1 SHADOWED CELL 1 ISC ISC @ 2.5%

DECREASING STEPS

SHADOWING, 1 BYPASS 4b
DIODE FOR EVERY 20 P/V1ISC @ 2.5%
CELLS SC DECREASING STEPS

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 5 " 39 IDENTICAL CELLS 2
1 CELL TEMP 1TTEMP @ 20k
DEPENDENT TEMP INCREMENTS

2B80 k - 4OO0 k

MANUFACTURING VARIATIONS 6a 1 STRING OF MODULES 13 AGGREGATE MODULES
AND 1 MODULE OF 1. MODULE OF 40 P/V CELL

40 P/V CELLS SC DISTRIBUTION ON ISC'

2. 13 AGGREGATE MODULES

6b "
1. MODULE OF 40 P/V CELL

'SC DISTRIBUTION ON ISC'

2. 13 AGGREGATE MODULES

MANUFACTURING VARIATION & 6c 13 AGGREGATE MODULES 1C1. INSOLATION AT 5% DEC
SHADOWING (1 MODULE) AND1 MODULE OF 40 P/V SC OF 40 P/V CELLS

CELLS, MODULE OF 40 P/V
CELLS IS SHADOWED 2. MODULE OF 40 P/V CELL

DISTRIBUTION ON ISC'

3. 13 AGGREGATE MODULES

SHADOWING ON ONE 6d ' 13 AGGREGATE MODULES 1 SC INSOLATION AT 5% DECREASECELL IN A STRING AND 1 MODULE OF 40 P/V ScON 1 CELL IN MODULE OF 4
CELLS, SHADOWING ON INDIVIDUAL CELLS
1 CELL IN A 40 CELL
MODULE

Figure 111-3.

LS WITH 7.5% UNIFORM

'SC FROM LOW BIN

EACH WITH ISC FROM LOW BIN

LS WITH 7.5% UNIFORM

'SC FROM LOW BIN

WITH 'SC FROM 4 BINS

EASING STEPS ON MODULE

S WITH 7.5% UNIFORM

ISC FROM LOW BIN

WITH ISC FROM 4 BINS

ING STEPS
0

PRDA-Mt. Laguna Computer Simulation Matrix
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Run number 5 represents the temperature rise on one cell in a module

of 40 cells. Temperature is increased in 20 K increments from 280 K to

400 K.

Run numbers 6a and 6b represent manufacturing variations of short

circuit current as modules are grouped in a matched and unmatched fashion

to form strings.

Run number 6c represents shadowing on one module in a string com-

bined with short circuit manufacturing variations on that module of +7.5

percent.

Run number 6d represents shadowing on one cell in a string and is

ultimately used to determine proper number and placement of bypass diodes

to protect the Solar Power modules against cell failure.
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B. REVERSE BIAS AT THE MODULE LEVEL

1. Cracked Cell

The predominant feature of a cracked cell is the reduction in

operable surface area of the cell. This reduction in operable surface

area directly reduces the photocurrent and saturation current of the

damaged P/V cell. The reduction in surface area increases the series

resistance, however, as resistance is inversely proportional to area.

Figures 111-4, 111-5, and 111-6 show the module I-V curves and

a plot of cracked cell voltage versus module voltage as the effective

area of the cracked cell is stepped down in 2.5 percent decreasing steps.

Note that at each 2.5 percent step the load resistance is swept over the

entire operating range of the system, providing a full range of minimum

cell voltages and module voltages. The reduction in area is modeled by a

change in the parameters IP, IS, and 1/Rseries. Notice the flattening of

the I-V curves as IP is progressively decreased; this effect is similiar

to increasing series resistance in a typical P/V cell discussed in chapter

II because the shunt resistance of the shadowed cell is seen by the rest

of the module as a series resistance. In the vertical leg of each I-V

curve, PV-TAP has overlayed the outputs of the entire group of I-V

curves. An internal mechanism in PV-TAP chooses the point with the

highest number for a label if two points in a plot fall on top of each

other. This label convention is also evident in the minimum cell voltage

versus module voltage curves.

A simple conversion constant is developed (chapter IV) to calculate

the temperature rise of the cell in question due to the reverse bias

voltage. The conversion constant is AT = 6*C/(volt reverse bias at 2

amps). For the cell with 40 percent cracked off and 16 volts reverse

bias (figure 111-6), this would produce a 96*C temperature rise above the

operating temperature of the cell. This would put the cell temperature

beyond the temperature range (80-100*C) for the onset of outgassing

reported by JPL. This indicates that the cell could experience addi-

tional cracking due to outgassing.
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2. Low Cell

A low or marginal P/V cell can be described simply as a cell

with a low photocurrent. A correspondingly low saturation current was

implemented to keep the open circuit voltage constant. Figures 111-7
through 111-9 show I-V curves and plots of low cell voltage versus module

voltage for a variation in low cell conditions. The different low cell

conditions are generated by stepping the photocurrent and the saturation

current downward in 2.5 percent decreasing steps as the load resistance

is swept from short circuit conditions (zero load resistance) to open
circuit conditions (large load resistance).

Low photocurrent has a significant effect on the maximum

reverse bias that a P/V cell could generate at short circuit conditions.

From figure 111-9 a 40 percent low cell could generate as much as 16

volts reverse bias at short circuit conditions.

Comparison of the reverse bias voltage on a cell versus module

voltage shows that a cracked cell and a low cell produce nearly identical

results.
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3. Manufacturing Variations

The cases mentioned in this section simulate or model manufac-

turer's variations in two important parameters, ISC and VOC. Solar Power

Corporation measured variations of ISC for individual cells to be +10

percent using a Xenon flash technique. To reduce this spread, Solar

Power divided this distribution into four bins 5 percent wide. Then each

module was constructed using solar cells from only one of the four bins.

This reduced variations of ISC for cells in a module to +2.5 percent.

Measurements were also made on V0C which was found to be within +3 per-

cent for all measured cells. Both ISC and VOC measurements were made on

cells before encapsulation.

JPL took measurements from one module which had been in the

field. They measured each cell individually and found that the distribu-

tion on ISC had increased from Solar Power's screening level of +2.5

percent to about +7.5 percent. Figure III-10 illustrates the distribu-

tion of ISC in the form of a histogram. For comparison, histograms of

ISC chosen by the PV-TAP computer program from a uniform distribution and

a Gaussian distribution are shown in figures III-11 and 111-12. The

distributions used by PV-TAP for these illustrations represent a differ-

ent bin than the JPL data shown.

The spread in the distribution of ISC has been noticed and

investigated by Solar Power. Solar Power suggests that this spread in

the distribution could be caused by a combination of three effects:

spectral differences, photocuring, and encapsulation. The Xenon arti-

ficial light has a different energy spectrum than sunlight. Changing

light sources can change the response of the P/V cells since cells are

sensitive to the energy spectrum. Photocuring refers to permanent

changes in P/V response that occur in the first few hours of exposure to

sunlight. Encapsulation reduces the reflection from the cells and leads

to additional absorption. Variations in the top encapsulant thickness

vary the absorption of the top encapsulant. However, for the purposes of

this analysis the precise causes of the spread in the ISC distribution

are of secondary importance to the degree of reverse bias caused by the

distribution.
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The JPL measurements of VOC variation is +2.5 percent. This

indicates that very little change in VOC is introduced by the module

manufacturing process. A histogram of the JPL VOC is illustrated in

figure 111-13.

The model in PV-TAP allows cell parameters to be specified in

terms of distributions. In this case 40 cells were modeled individually.

The program selects 40 unique sets of parameters from the specified

distributions by randomly selecting values from the distributions. These

40 unique cells are connected in a series module and exercised from short

circuit to open circuit just as for the previous modules.

Since ISC and VoC are not input parameters to the cell model,

these measured quantities must be related to the cell model parameters.

The short circut current, ISC, is almost exactly proportional to IPO, the

cell photocurrent generation rate. Thus, a distribution on IPO produces

the same result as the same relative distribution on ISC. Open circuit

voltage is a somewhat more complicated parameter. At open circuit the

current source, ID, (discussed above in chapter II, section c) becomes

approximately

ISC ST 00VOC

or

V0C =1en SC
ST

Thus VOC is proportional to the natural logarithm of IST. The

IST is a temperature-dependent value which is proportional to the constant

IS. A distribution on the logarithm of IS will have the same effect as

the same relative distribution on VOC'
PV-TAP has the capability of using a random process to generate

four distribution shapes on any of the cell parameters which the user

specifies. This capability was utilized for V0 C and ISC by applying a
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distribution on IPO and Qn(IS). Two distribution shapes were selected

for this analysis, rectangular (or uniform) distribution and Gaussian.

This selection was made after examining the shapes of measured 'Sc and

V0 C histograms in figures III-10 and 111-13. Both histograms could be

either rectangular or Gaussian distributions. Therefore both distribu-

tions were used as illustrated for the IPO variation modeling in figures

III-11 and 111-12. The uniform distribution on the natural log of IS

that represents a uniform distribution on V0 C is illustrated by the

histogram of V0 C shown in figure 111-14.

.58 .59 .60 .6 .

V C distribution (V)

Measured VO fro JPL data

Eachsbo represents one P/V cell

in a odule of 40

Figure 111-13. JPL Data, Cell Variation in VOC for One Module

.52 .53 .54 .55 .56

VC (Volts)

Figure 111-14. Rectangular Distribution of ln(IS) to Approximate +3% Uniform
Distribution on VOC
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These two distributions (rectangular and Gaussian) were used to

model a Solar Power module of 40 P/V cells and to determine the effect on

module performance of applying these distributions on ISC and VOC. In

order to determine the effect, a nominal case with no distributions on

ISC and V0C was run first. Then runs were made with distributions on ISC
and V0C, both separately and combined. Three plots were generated for

each run. Figure 111-15 illustrates these plots for the baseline case.

This run has no distribution on ISC or VOC, so all the cells are identi-

cal. The first plot is the module I-V curve. The second plot is a

module power versus module voltage curve. The last plot is module voltage

versus the minimum cell voltage curve. The minimum or lowest cell voltage

is the voltage for the one cell with the lowest voltage at each step in

module voltage. In this first case all the cells have the same voltage;

therefore no cell is lower. The plot of minimum cell voltage isused to

determine what module voltage is needed to reverse bias the lowest cell.

In this case no cells go into reverse bias until the whole module goes

into reverse bias.

The second run, figure III-16, was made with a uniform distribu-

tion of + 3 percent on VOC. This run was very close to the first run and

did not have any low cells going into reverse bias. This run revealed

that a distribution on VOC does not cause cells to go into reverse bias.
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A third run was made (figure III-17) by putting a rectangular

distribution of 7.5 percent on IPO to simulate a ISC distribution. In

this case there is at least one cell which begins to go into reverse bias

when the module voltage is reduced by 10 percent from the module peak

power point. This reveals that the module is very sensitive to vari-

ations in ISC. If the module is operated at short circuit, there will be

one cell at -2.1 volts reverse bias. This shows that a realistic distri-

bution on ISC can cause cells to go into reverse bias.

A fourth case was a run (figure 111-18) which applied distribu-
tions to both ISC and VOC. This run was very similar to the third run,

which reiterates that distributions on VOC have a negligible effect on

cell reverse bias compared to the effects of distributions on ISC.
Additional runs were made using a Gaussian distribution which

provided almost identical results to runs 2, 3, and 4.

These results indicate that a cell can go into reverse bias

close to peak power (10 percent toward short circuit) operating condi-

tions. Also, at short circuit conditions the cell which is at -2.1 volts

will get hotter than the other cells by about 6*C/volt (at 2 amps).
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4. Shadowing On One Cell

Shadowing on one P/V cell can be directly related to a reduc-

tion in photocurrent. Different insolation levels on the P/V cell in

question can be modeled by a corresponding change in cell photocurrent.

To investigate the effects of sharply defined shadows, the photocurrent

on one P/V cell was successively stepped down in 2.5 percent decreasing

steps in the PV-TAP model while the load resistance on the module was

swept through the entire range from short circuit to open circuit. The

I-V curves and minimum cell voltage curves generated in figures 111-19
through 111-21 are remarkably similar to the curves in figures 111-4
through 111-6 (cracked cell) and to the curves in 111-7 through 111-9
(low cell). This indicates that the main "driving" P/V cell parameter

predominant in all three groups of figures is the P/V cell photocurrent.

Notice that maximum reverse bias voltage at short circuit conditions for

a 40 percent shadow is again 16 volts. This is a duplicate of the maximum

reverse voltage at similar conditions for the cases representing cracked

cell and low cell. At this point one can consider the cracked cell case

and the low cell case to be subsets of the simpler shadowed cell case.

This simplification allows analysis on the string level to be reduced by

eliminating the need to consider the cracked cell and low cell cases

separately.
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5. External Temperature Effects

External temperature effects are modeled by stepping the

external temperature of one P/V cell in a module from 280 K to 400 K in

200 steps while the rest of the module is held at normal operating tem-

perature (310 K). External temperature effects represent the effect of

raising the ambient temperature of the environment surrounding one P/V

cell. This could also represent the cell which is dissipating more heat

than the others or has a higher thermal resistance.

Figure 111-22 shows an I-V curve for the.module and a plot of

the voltage of the temperature-affected cell versus module voltage.

Figure 111-22 indicates that the P/V cell in a module will never go into

reverse bias due to changes in its temperature. This is in agreement

with previous results since the temperature predominantly affects the

open circuit voltage (VoC).
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6. Bypass Diode Placement, and Shadowing on One Cell

A bypass diode for every 20 P/V cells in a module is combined

with shadowing on one cell to determine the effects of an increased

number of bypass diodes. An increased number of bypass diodes in a

module is expected to reduce the maximum reverse bias that a P/V cell

could experience. This is verified by the PV-TAP output presented in

figures 111-23 through 111-25. I-V curves are presented along with plots

of minimum cell voltage versus module voltage as the load resistance is

swept over the entire module operating range. Cell shadowing is a dupli-

cate of the second previous case (5) so that the results of the two cases

may be compared. Note that the maximum reverse bias at short circuit

with a 40 percent shadow has been reduced from 16 volts to 10 volts.

This is a reduction in maximum reverse bias of 37.5 percent which indi-

cates that increasing the number of bypass diodes on a module has a

significant effect. The reverse bias is not halved because the bypass

diode adds a volt or two to the reverse bias of the shadowed cell.
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C. REVERSE BIAS AT THE STRING LEVEL

1. Manufacturing Variations

There are two cases associated with manufacturing variations on

the string level. Case One simulates a +7.5 percent uniform distribution

on the short circuit currents of individual cells within a module and the

matching of module short circuit currents within the string. Case Two

simulates a +7.5 percent uniform distribution on the short circuit cur-

rents of individual cells within a module and the random choice of module

short circuit currents within the string.

The +7.5 percent uniform distribution on short circuit current

within a module duplicates the manufacturing process in that each module

is built of cells from one of four bins of short circuit current (1.8-1.9,

1.9-2.0, 2.0-2.1, 2.1-2.2 amperes). The parameter distributions were

discussed in detail in section B.3, manufacturing variations at the

module level.

In order to provide a reasonable random distribution for module

short circuit currents as modules are built into a string, an average or

even distribution was chosen. Since there are a relatively large number

of modules in a string, it would be very easy to choose one module from

each of the four ISC bins three times and then choose two additional

modules to build the string. This case of unmatched modules and the case

of matched modules provide realistic bounds for the possible choices of

module short circuit currents that could be built up to form a string.

Figures 111-26 and 111-27 show the I-V curves and curves of

minimum cell voltage versus module voltage for manufacturing variations

combined with the two cases of matched and unmatched modules in a string..

The plots again show the entire operating range of the P/V system as the

load resistance is swept from short circuit to open circuit. In each of

the two cases, the strings were built with 13 aggregate modules (modules

with averaged, identical P/V cell parameters) and one module of 40 P/V

cells with a +7.5 percent uniform distribution on cell short circuit

current. Notice that the maximum short circuit reverse bias voltage on a

minimum P/V cell is greater in figure 111-27 than in figure 111-26. This

indicates that mismatching module short circuit currents in a string can

have an effect on the maximum short circuit reverse bias voltage on an

individual P/V cell.
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2. Shadowing and Manufacturing Variations

The case of shadowing, combined with manufacturing variations

on the string level, is similar to the preceeding case, manufacturing

variations for unmatched modules, with the addition of uniform shadowing

on one module in the string. This simulates shadowing by a small con-

fined cloud, or the edge of a cloud, and implies a sharp, well-defined

shadow.

The string considered consists of 14 modules chosen 1 each, 3

times, from each of the 4 short circuit current cell bins, plus 2 addi-

tional modules chosen from any of the 4 short circuit current cell bins.

The shadowed module is a module chosen from the low circuit

current cell bin in order to provide a case which could show a lower

extreme of the system.

Figures 111-28 through 111-30 show I-V curves and curves of

minimum cell voltage versus string voltage for varying levels of insola-

tion on the shadowed module. As in each previous case, load resistance

is the swept variable. This provides information which covers the entire

operating range of the system.

In figures 111-28 through 111-30 the shaded areas represent

points that could occur only if there were no bypass diode across each

module. Since the module bypass diode prevents the voltage across the

module from dropping below zero, each of these cross-hatched areas is

provided in order to visualize the importance of bypass diodes relative

to the system operating characteristics.

In figures III-28c, III-29c, and III-30c the dark, horizontal

line clearly represents the zero module voltage axis. The string voltage

at which the curves cross the zero module voltage axis in figures III-28c,

29c, and 30c can be used in figures III-28b, 29b, and 30b on the plots of

minimum cell voltage versus string voltage to determine the reverse bias

voltage on a minimum cell in the shadowed module when the bypass diode

limits the module voltage (point where module voltage equals zero). As

an example, in figure III-28c consider the string voltage at the point

where the X's cross the module's zero voltage axis. The value of string
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voltage at this point is 213 volts. In figure III-28b, a vertical line

is drawn upward at 213 string volts until it intersects an X. This value

of X is the minimum cell voltage of 2 volts reverse bias. Similarly, the

remaining values can be obtained for the entire family of curves.

It should be noted that there are two different methods avail-

able for comparing the sensitivity studies performed on the string level

analysis. These two methods differ in the reference chosen for peak

power point. Either the peak power point of the string or the peak power

point of the array can be used as reference. The string peak power point

shifts toward open circuit as the insolation level on the shadowed module

decreases. The array peak power point, however, varies little as the

insolation level on the shadowed module decreases so that the voltage of

the shadowed string is reduced by the rest of the array. The array peak

power point is a better reflection of the actual system performance since

the inverter can only track peak power of the entire array.
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D. SENSITIVITY OF REVERSE BIAS TO MANUFACTURING AND

ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS

A summary of the important parameters and sensitivities for the

reverse bias cases studied in this report is developed for tables III-1

through 111-3. These tables relate sensitivities and maximum possible

cell reverse bias voltages to the module, string, and array operating

points. Sensitivity is a quantity defined to measure how far the oper-

ating point must shift from peak power (toward short circut) to cause a

cell or the module to become reverse biased. These tables show the

sensitivities with respect to voltage and power (see figure 111-2), the

peak power values of voltage and power for the module and string, the

minimum cell voltage at peak power, and the reverse bias voltage on a

marginal cell at short circuit conditions. The legend (table III-1)

defines all terms in table 111-2 and is referenced back to figure 111-2
for a pictorial explanation of the definition of the terms involved in

cell or module level sensitivities. The letters I, V, and P in the

tables and the legend refer to current, voltage, and power, respectively,

and the subscripts identify cells, modules, or strings. The subscripts

in parentheses denote the peak power point of the module, the string, or

the array, or they denote short circuit conditions.

Tables 111-2 and 111-3 are arranged in order to provide a logical

progression of the sensitivities of P/V cells with respect to modules, of

modules with respect to strings, and of modules with respect to the

entire array. In this manner one can relate cell operation all the way

up to array operation, and array operation all the way down to cell

operation. This flexibility allows direct analysis of an individual cell

while providing information as to the operation of the entire array.

1. Cell Reverse Bias Versus Module Operating Point

Table 111-2 deals specifically with cell sensitivities and

shows clearly that the cell parameter which most significantly affects

P/V performance is cell photocurrent. The first line for each case in

table 111-2 represents the first 2.5 percent reduction in the varied

parameter. The computer simulation matrix in figure 111-3, along with
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the I-V curves and voltage curves in chapter III and the cell level

sensitivities in table 111-2, indicate that the cases of cracked cell,

low cell, and shadowed cell produce essentially identical results. Thus,

these cases can be reduced to the simplest case of shadowing on one cell

(reduction of photocurrent). This allows a major simplification in the

overall analysis and allows a significant reduction in the number of

important cell parameters to be considered.

Further investigation of table 111-2 shows that ambient temper-

ature increases cannot drive P/V cells into reverse bias. It also shows

that normal manufacturing variations (present technology) will not gener-

ate significant reverse bias cell voltages (VR < 2.2 volts). Combining

all of this information indicates that variations in VOC (open circuit

voltage), ambient temperature, and RS (series resistance) do not generate

significant P/V cell reverse bias voltage levels. However, variations in

IP (photocurrent) or ISC (short circuit current) (I, ~ ISC) can generate

significant P/V cell reverse bias voltage levels.

2. Module Sensitivity Versus Array Operating Point

Tables III-3A and III-3B are two very interesting tables. They

represent one shadowed cell in a module of 40 identical cells chosen from

the low short circuit current bin and 13 aggregate modules chosen evenly

from all 4 short circuit current bins. This represents one shadowed cell

in a string of 14 modules chosen evenly from the 4 representative short

circuit current bins. Tables III-3A and III-3B show the effect on module

and string performance of shadowing only one cell in a string. The

tables give insight into the relationships among the factors cell vol-

tage, module voltage, string peak power, and array peak power. Initial

investigation of these relationships identifies a simplification in the

fact that the string operating point is not significant in itself because

the inverter can only track peak power of the array as a whole. Examin-

ation of tables III-3A and III-3B indicates that the peak power point of

the string drifts to the right of the peak power point of the array

(toward open circuit) as insolation intensity is reduced on the one

shadowed cell in the string.
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Analysis of tables III-3A and III-3B shows that with respect to

the peak power point of the array, a module can be driven into bypass.

When the module is in bypass, the lowest cell is experiencing full reverse

bias. This emphasizes the sensitivity of P/V cells to the operating

point of the array.

Tables III-3A and III-3B show specific system parameters as

insolation is varied on the one shadowed cell in the string, simulating a

progressively darkening shadow. The first line in the table is full

design illumination (1 sun), and successive lines represent successive 5

percent reductions in insolation.

Table III-3A deals with a case where one shadowed cell has a

25-0 shunt resistance, and table III-3B deals with a case where one

shadowed cell has a 1000-0 shunt resistance. Notice that the very real

effect of the increased shunt resistance, RSH = 1000 Q, is to drive the

worst case cell to very large reverse bias voltages (15 volts) with only

a 5 percent reduction in insolation. This is very different from the

case of the 25-0 shunt resistance which takes a 35 percent reduction in

insolation to generate 15 volts reverse bias on the worst case cell. A

major point of interest then becomes the importance of the P/V cell shunt

resistance. A cell with a large shunt resistance will have much higher

probability of severe reverse bias voltages (-15 volts) with changing

insolation levels. However, the maximum reverse bias is too large with

either shunt resistance, and the cells must be protected directly with

the proper placement and number of bypass diodes in the module.
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TABLE III-1. LEGEND FOR SUMMARY TABLE OF

REVERSE BIAS CASES

1. I, = Photocurrent

2. IS = Saturation current, V0C a 1/in (Is)

3. *AVP = Change in voltage of panel (module) from peak power

point of module to point where marginal cell first

goes into reverse bias

4. *APP = Change in power of panel (module) from peak power

point of module to point where marginal cell first

goes into reverse bias

5. VP = Voltage of panel at panel peak power

6. p = Power of panel at panel peak power

7. VC(PP) = Voltage of cell at panel peak power

8. VC(SC) = Voltage of cell at short circuit of panel

9. AVS = Change in voltage of string from peak power of array

to point where marginal cell first goes into reverse

bias

10. APS = Change in power of string from peak power of array

to point where marginal cell first goes into reverse

bias

11. VS(PPA) = Voltage of string at array peak power

12. VM(PPA) = Voltage of module at array peak power

13. PS(PPA) = Power of string at array peak power

14. VC(worst

case) = Worst case cell reverse voltage

*See figure 111-2
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TABLE 111-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER

PARAMETERS
VARIED

a b c a

(A)

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

1. 95

1. 90

1.85

1.80

1. 75

1. 70

1. 65

1.60

1. 55

1.50

1.45

1.40

1. 35

1. 30

1. 25

VALUES

b

(mA)

0.0195

0.0190

0.0185

0.0180

0.0175

0.0170

0.0165

0.0160

0.0155

0.0150

0.0145

0.0140

0.0135

0.0130

0. 0125

1.20 0.0120

SENSITIVITIES

c AVp/V APP/PPP
(kl)

2. 11E-5

2. 22E-5

2. 35E-5

2. 50E-5

2. 67E-5

2. 86E-5

3. 08E-5

3. 33E-5

3. 64E-5

4. 0E-5

4. 44E-5

5.0E-5

5. 7E-5

6. 67E-5

8. 00E-5

0.17

0.09

0.053

0.038

0.038

0.027

0.027

0.026

0.043

0.021

0.021

0. 037

0.019

0.016

0.017

1.00E-4 0.016

0. 11

0.04

0.028

0.019

0.023

0.016

0.017

0.016

0.019

0.009

0.011

0.015

0.010

0. 005

0. 008

0. 007

VALUES

P
p pp
(W)

3.028E1

3.024E1

3. 018E1

3. 005E1

2.979E1

2. 942E1

2. 895E1

2.836E1

2. 780E1

2. 723E1

2. 653E1

2. 582E1

2.511E1

2. 435E1

2.351E1

2.272E1

Vpanel(pp) Vcell(pp) cell(SC)
(V) (V) (V)

16.76

16.75

16.73

17.02

17.26

17.49

17.68

17.82

18.26

18. 38

18.43

18. 73

18. 75

18.98

18.90

19.07

0.406

0. 387

0.352

0.334

0. 308

0. 280

0.234

0. 160

0.315

0.275

0. 181

0.287

0.018

0.248

0.060

-1.2

-2.4

-3.6

-4.9

-6.0

-7.2

-8.4

-9.6

-10.8

-12.0

-12.8

-13.6

-14.2

-15.2

-15.6

0.086 -16.0

TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

H

m

0
-u
0
Ho

0z

I-I

N

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cracked

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cell

Cel l

Cell

Cell

Cell

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

Rs

R s

R S

R s

R s

R s

R s

Rs

R s

R s

R s

R S

R s

R s

R s

Rs



TABLE 111-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER (Continued)

SENSITIVITIES

AVp/Vp(pp) APp/PPP

0.17

0.091

0.053

0.037

0.038

0.027

0.027

0.026

0.043

0.021

0.023

0.037

0.019

0.034

0.031

0.028

0. 11

0. 044

0.028

0.019

0.022

0.016

0.017

0.016

0.019

0.010

0.012

0.016

0. 009

0.015

0.010

0.007

TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

PARAMETERS

VARIED

a b c

I
m
w
0

C)
0
-u
0

Hv
0
z

VALUES

1-4

WA

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

Low Cell

IF

I,

Ip

I,

IF

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

IS

IS

IS

IS

ISg

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

VALUES

b

(mA)

1. 95E-2

1.90E-2

1.85E-2

1.80E-2

1. 75E-2

1. 70E-2

1. 65E-2

1.60E-2

1. 55E-2

1. 50E-2

1.45E-2

1.40E-2

1 . 35E-2

1. 30E-2

1 . 25E-2

1.20E-2

(mA)

1.95E3

1.90E3

1.85E3

1.80E3

1. 75E3

1. 70E3

1.65E3

1. 60E3

1. 55E3

1. 50E3

1.45E3

1.40E3

1.35E3

1.30E3

1.25E3

1. 20E3

P

(W)

30.28

30.25

30. 19

30.07

29.82

29.45

28.97

28.38

27.85

27.28

26.57

25.89

25. 16

24.44

23.63

22.81

Vpanel(pp)
(V)

16.76

16.76

16.74

17.02

17.28

17.50

17.69

17.83

18.28

18. 39

18.44

18. 76

18. 77

19.02

19.20

19. 34

V 1cel(pp)
(V)

0.41

0.39

0.36

0.34

0.32

0.29

0.24

0.16

0.33

0.30

0.20

0.32

0.20

0.29

0.32

0.33

Vcel1(SC)
(V)

-1.2

-2.4

-3.6

-4.9

-6.0

-7.2

-8.4

-9.6

-10.4

-12.0

-12.8

-13.6

-14.4

-14.8

-15.2

-16.0



TABLE 111-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER (Continued)

TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

3a. Manufacturing
Variations
(Control)

3b. Manufacturing
Variations 7.5%
distribution, 

Ip

3c. Manufacturing
Variations 3.0
distribution, V

OC
3d. Manufacturing

Variations 7.5%
I, 3% VOC

4a. Shadowing One
Cell

4a. Shadowing One
Cell

4a. Shadowing One
Cell

4a. Shadowing One
Cell

4a. Shadowing One
Cel l

PARAMETERS

VARIED

a b c

+7.5% 1p

VOC

IP

IP

I

IP

IP

IP

Voc - +7.5% I

(A)

- - 1.90

- - 1.8

- - 1.75

- - 1.70

- - 1.65

VALUES

a b

(A) (v)

SENSITIVITIES

AV /V APP/PP

No Cells in Reverse Bias

0. 099

+3.0% VOC

+3. 0% VOC

0. 064

P

POp)
(W)

3. O1El

-1

I
m
v

C)
0

0
VALUES

Vpanel(pp) cell(pp) cell(sc) z
(V) (V) (V)

16.88

No Cells in Reverse Bias

0.079

0.091

0.038

0.039

0.027

0.027

0.043

0. 044

0.019

0.022

0.016

0.017

3. U1E1

3. 02E 1

3.OOEl

2. 98E1

2. 94E1

2.89E1

16.89

16. 75

17.02

17.27

17.50

17.69

0-4

14

0.375 -2. 1

0.372

0. 390

0.339

0.314

0. 288

0.242

-2. I

-2.4

-5.0

-6.0

-7.2

-8.4

I,



TABLE III-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER (Continued)

TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

PARAMETERS
VARIED VALUES

a b c a

(A)

4a. Shadowing One IP - - 1.60
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.55
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.50
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.45
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.40
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.35
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.30
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.25
Cell

4a. Shadowing One I - - 1.20
Cell

4b. Shadowing on One I - - 1.95
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One I - - 1.90
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

C

SENSITIVITIES

AVp/Vp(pp) APP/PPP

0.026 0.016

0.043 0.019

0.021 0.010

0.022 0.012

0.038 0.015

0.019 0.010

0.035 0.015

0.031 0.009

0.016 0.007

0.172 0.106

0.091 0. 044

I
m

0

-I
0

zP

(W)

2.838E1

2. 783E1

2. 726E1

2.657E1

2. 587E1

2.516E1

2.442E1

2. 36E1

2.28E1

30.28

30.25

(V)

17.83

18.27

18.39

18.44

18. 76

18.77

19.01

19.19

19.10

16.76

16.75

VALUES

Vcel1(pp)

(V)

0. 169

0. 329

0.291

0.196

0.311

0.020

0.283

0.311

0. 128

0.41

0.39

Vcel(SC)
(V)

-9.6

-10.8

-12.0

-12.8

-13.6

-14.4

-14.8

-15.2

-16.0

-1.2

-2.4

1-1

1--1

1



TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on Cell
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

TABLE 111-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER (Continued)

PARAMETERS
VARIED VALUES SENSITIVITIES

a b c a b c AV/VP99 APP/P V
(A) (W) (V

I - - I 85. - - n c 7I

- - 1.80

- - 1.75

- - 1.70

- - 1.65

- - 1.60

- - 1.55

- - 1.50

1P

IP

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

IF

0. 08 0.019

0. 038 0. 0192

0.038

0.027

0.027

0. 026

0.043

0.021

0.023

0.016

0.017

0.016

0.019

0.0096

Ju. I9

30.06

29.81

29.44

28.97

28.39

27.83

27.26

l(pp)

16. 74

17.02

17.27

17.50

17.69

17.82

18.27

18. 39

VALUES

V 1ce1(pp)
(V)

0.36

0.34

0.31

0.29

0.24

0.17

0.33

0.29

-I
m

CO
0

C)
0

--0

0Z

1-4

-4

Vcell(sc)
(V)

-3.6

-4.8

-5.8

-6.8

-7.6

-8.0

-8.4

-8.6



TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

4b. Shadowing on One
Cell With a Bypass
Diode Every 20 Cells

5. External
Temperature Effects

TABLE 111-2. CELL SENSITIVITY VERSUS MODULE PEAK POWER (Concluded)

PARAMETERS
VARIED VALUES SENSITIVITIES

a b c a b c AV/V AP /P V
P p(pp) p pp p(pp) Vpai

(A) (W)

I - - 1 45 - - 0.022 00119 9 si
-P

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP

I. Z.

- - 1.40

- - 1.35

- - 1.30

- - 1.25

- - 1.20

. -9 . V 1

- 0.037 0.0156

- 0.0191 0.0095

- 0.0346 0.0148

- 0.030 0.0092

- 0.016 0.0068

L . o

25.87

25. 16

24.42

23.60

22.81

nel(pp)
(V)

8 45c18.76

18.76

18. 77

19.01

19. 19

19. 10

VALUES

Vcel1(pp)
(V)

0.20

0.31

0.20

0.28

0.31

0.13

I
m
w
vj

C)
0
-u
0

Ho
0
z

Vcel1(SC)
(V)

-8.8

-8.8

-8.8

-9. 2

-9.2

-9.6

No Cells In Reverse Bias

1-x-
1---
1-4



TABLE III-3A. MODULE SENSITIVITY VERSUS ARRAY PEAK POWER

TITLE OF
COMPUTER RUN

PARAMETERS
VARIES

a b

13 Agg Mods (4bins)
1-40 cell Mod. (Low bin)
shadowing on one cell in
40 cell mod. RSH = 25 0
all cells.

c

I
P

I
P

Ip

P

I
P

I
P

p

P
p

Pp

P

p

P

p

P

I
P

p

P
I
P

I

VALUES

C a

(A)

1.85

1.76

1.67

1.57

1.48

1.39

1.30

1.20

1.11

1.02

0.93

0.83

0.74

0.65

0.56

0.46

0.37

0.28

0.19

0.09

SENSITIVITIES

b c AVS

VS(PPA)

0. 287

0.287

0.233

0.233

0.233

0. 179

0.130

0.091

0.061

0.038

0.019

-0.012

-0.022

-0.042

-0.059

-0.070

-0.079

-0.092

-0. 107

-0. 118

APS

PS(PPA)

VALUES

P V
S(PPA) S(PPA)
(W) (V)

0.248 412.2

0.247 411.6

0.186 408.3

0.179 404.7

0.171 400.9

0.108 396.8

0.052 392.6

0.014 387.9

0.003 382.9

* 377.7

* 372.4

* 368.4

* 367.6

* 367.5

* 367.3

* 367.3

* 367.2

* 367.1

* 367.1

* 367.0

234. 7

234.7

234. 7

234. 7

234.7

234.7

234. 7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234. 7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

234.7

V
M(PPA)
(V)

15.6

15. 3

13.6

11.9

10.2

8.5

6.8

5.2

3.6

2.0

0.43

-0.63

-0.82

-0.85

-0.88

-0.91

-0.93

-0.94

-0.96

-0.98

m

CD

0

C)
0

mu
0

VC(WORST CASE)
(V)

0
z

-0.02

-2.28

-4.53

-6.78

-9.03

-11.23

-31.28

-14.96

-16.16

-17.01

-17.64

-18.15

-18.57

-18.93

-19.25

-19.53

-19.80

-20.04

-20.27

-20.48



TABLE III-3B. MODULE SENSITIVITY VERSUS ARRAY PEAK POWER

SENSITIVITIES

AVS APS
VS(PPA) S(PPA)

VALUES

PS(PPA) VS(PPA)

(W) (V)

V(M(PPA) VC(WORST CASE)

(V) (V)

13 Agg Mods (4 bins)
1-40 Cell Mod (Low Bin)
Shadowing On One Cell In
40 Cell Mod. R =
1000 c (On Shadded
Cell Only)

I

I,

I,

IP

I,

I,

Ip
P

Ip

Ip

Ip

Ip

I,

I,

I,

I,

I,

Ip

P

Ip

Ip
P

TITLE Or
COMPUTER RUN

PARAMETERS
VARIED

a b

VALUES

bC a

(A)

I
m

0

0-
0

0

0
z

.I 1

0

1.85

1.76

1.67

1.57

1.48

1 .39

1.30

1.20

1.11

1 .02

0.93

0.83

0.74

0.65

0.56

0.46

0.37

0.28

0.19

0.09

0.287

0.091

0.038

0.019

-0.010

-0.032

-0.049

-0.070

-0.079

-0.092

-0.105

-0.118

-0.127

-0.139

-0.148

-0.158

-0.166

-0.175

-0.181

-0.192

0.248

0.074

0.030

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

412.2

412.0

393.1

373.7

367.7

367. 5

367.3
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CHAPTER IV

CELL REVERSE BIAS AND CELL TEMPERATURE

A. INTRODUCTION

The thermal model presented in this report is a simplified test

model developed to determine degree of heating in a P/V cell due to

insolation and reverse bias. The primary thermal failure mechanism

associated with elevated temperatures in the M-module is cracking due to

internal module gas pressure generated when materials in the module,

behind the P/V cell, outgas and form a pressure pocket behind the cell.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California, has determined that this

outgassing is initiated at 80-100*C. Since the polyester module backing

is inflexible, the pressure developed in the gas pocket exerts itself on

the very thin (18 mil) P/V cell and eventually cracks the cell.

B. THERMAL MODEL

To test susceptibility to this failure mechanism, the main features

were first identified and then input into a P/V cell thermal model

designed to duplicate a realistic P/V cell. Two types of power flow have

been identified, insolation into the cell and electrical power into or

out of the cell. During normal operation insolation falls uniformly over

the module so that the insolation power flows into both the active cell

areas and the inactive areas between cells. Therefore, the P/V cell can

be modeled for insolation heating as a cylindrical disk. The top surface

of the disk and the bottom surface of the disk both communicate thermally

with the ambient environment, and the vertical sides of the cylindrical

disk are assumed adiabatic for the sake of simplicity, so that heat flows

only through the top and bottom.

When the module is illuminated, electrical power also flows in the

cells. Normally, 10 to 15 percent of the insolation is removed from the
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cell as generated electrical power. In reverse bias electrical power is

dissipated in the cell. This power can be much greater than the insola-

tion power. Since the inactive areas of the module do not participate in

the electrical power flow directly, they can act as heat sinks to help

conduct away the heat generated in the cell.

For ease of computation, it is desireable to use the simple thermal

model shown in figure IV-1 to calculate the temperature rise due to

reverse bias. In this model the total energy into the cell equals the

total energy out of the cell according to the equation

S-P0 = (TC - TR)/RTH Eq. (4-1)

where

TC = cell temperature

TR = reference ambient temperature
RTH = thermal resistance

S = insolation power upon cell area

PE = electrical power of cell.

Because of the increased heat conductivity during reverse bias, the

thermal resistance must have different values for forward and reverse

bias in this simple model.

Only a limited amount of test data is available under reverse bias

conditions. Figure IV-2 is a plot of JPL-measured P/V cell temperature

(thermocouple soldered to back side of cell) versus reverse bias cell

voltage at 100-mW/cm2 insolation, 2-ampere current and zero wind speed.

JPL probed into the back side of a glass (G-Module) module and placed a

constant source at 2 amperes across one specific P/V cell. The voltage

was then varied throughout the range presented (-5 to -20 volts) with the

current held constant at 2 amperes. Since the thermocouple was soldered

to the metallization on the back side of the cell, a reasonable measure-

ment of cell temperature was obtained.
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AT = TC-TR

0 ~ ' (S-PE-)

P/V CELL

TC

RTH

TR

(TC - TR) (S E) * RTH
S = Insolation on Cell

PE = Electrical Power
of Cell

Figure IV-i. Simplified P/V Cell Thermal Model
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Detailed examination of figure IV-3 shows the nearly linear nature

of P/V cell temperature increase due to the application of reverse cell

voltage. If the lower end of the plot is extrapolated to zero volts

reverse bias, the temperature offset due to insolation heating can be

calculated. This is the value of RTH to be used for the forward bias

model and will be designated S. At an insolation of 100 mW/cm2 on a

10-centimeter diameter cell, 7.854 watts of power are dissipated through

the thermal resistance of the cell, producing a 34.2*C temperature

increase. For insolation power (where the areas over which the power

comes into the cell and goes out of the cell are equal) the cell tempera-

ture rise due to power input, AT/AS, may be calculated as

AT _ 34.2 C = 4.35 C/W
AS 7.854W

It should be noted that the extrapolation on the JPL data is not

exact. The extrapolation on the full set of data produces an intercept

of about 55*C. This value was used in the calculation of A. On the

other hand, if the lower voltage portion of the data is used, the inter-

cept is about 51*C. It could be argued that the lower voltage data might

more accurately predict the zero bias temperature, and this value is more

consistent with the manufacturer's specified NOCT of 46*C at peak power.

As a result, the uncertainty in the temperature intercept due to the

limited data avialable appears to be about 4C. Using 55*C provides a

conservative estimate.

An additional uncertainty is introduced because the data was taken

on a G-module rather than on an M-module. However, the NOCT is approxi-

mately the same for each.

Once the insolation heating is isolated, the heating due to elec-

trical power dissipation can be analyzed. Electrical power heating

differs from insolation heating in that the heat is dissipated over an

area larger than the input area associated with a 10-centimeter diameter

cell. The packing factor for the module provides an upper limit on the
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area of heat dissipation for reverse bias power. For the G-module, the

packing factor is 0.62. The lower limit on thermal resistance based on

this packing factor is OS x 0.62 or 2.70*C/W. The slope of JPL data in

figure IV-2 is about 3*C/W. This is within the limits of 2.7 - 4.35C/W

and will be used for the thermal resistance due to electrical power

dissipation which will be designated o
E

These values (os and ) will be used in chapter V to determine
E

the temperature rise due to reverse bias. The general equation for the

temperature rise above ambient for this model can now be written.

TC - TR Ax SoAo (1-S) - x PE Eq. (4-2)
E

where

SoAo = Reference insolation (100 mW/cm2 ) x cell area (78.54cm 2)

= 7.854W

S = Fraction of cell shadowed

PE = Electrical Power = IPV x VPV (Refer to figure 11-7).

It will be simpler to implement the following approximation in

PV-TAP:

TC TR AS oo F(1-S) PF AP R

= 4.35*C/W [7.85W(l-S) - PF] - 3.0*C/W (PR Eq. (4-3)

where

PF = Electrical power generated in forward bias

PR = Electrical power dissipated in reverse bias.
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The inaccuracy only affects the forward bias region by applying

4.35*C/W to the value of PF instead of 3.0*C/W, so that the cell tempera-

ture in forward bias will be high by up to 1*C depending on operating

point. The reverse bias temperature rise will not be affected since

PF = 0 for all reverse biases.
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CHAPTER V

IDENTIFICATION OF CELL FAILURE MECHANISMS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES

A. OVERVIEW

This chapter summarizes the details presented in chapters III and

IV. It provides insight into the reasons (manufacturing and/or environ-

mental) that lead to cell overheating and failure and makes recommenda-

tions for protective measures to limit cell overheating.

The first step toward understanding cell overheating is a brief

recap of the impact on cell reverse voltage and module reverse voltage

from each of the environmental and/or manufacturing variations. This

recap, which identifies the environmental and/or manufacturing variations

that lead to the maximum reverse bias of individual P/V cells, considers

two important operating points of the array: peak power and short

circuit. The array peak power point is the best case with respect to

reverse bias and produces minimal reverse bias in cells and modules for

the given group of environmental and/or manufacturing conditions. The

array short circuit point is the worst case of reverse bias with respect

to cells and modules and occurs during maintenance operations. Under

ideal uniform conditions, when the array is at its peak power point, each

module and cell is at its individual peak power point. When nonunifor-

mities and variations are considered, any given module or cell can be

operating anywhere from reverse bias to open circuit while the array is

operating at its peak power point. (It is useful to recall that the

reverse bias of a module is limited to approximately one volt by the

bypass diode.) Therefore, worst case reverse bias of a module is approx-

imately the same as short circuit of the module.

The second major step toward understanding cell overheating is the

derivation of cell temperature as a function of cell reverse voltage.

This is developed in a very simple fashion through the introduction of

cell reverse voltage into the cell thermal model. The direct output of

the thermal model is cell temperature as a function of cell reverse

voltage.
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The final step toward understanding cell overheating and failure is

the sum effect of the two previously stated steps. This sum effect is

cell temperature as a direct function of environmental and/or manufac-

turing conditions.

B. IMPACT OF MANUFACTURING AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ON CELL REVERSE

VOLTAGE

The impact on cell reverse voltage produced by each environmental

and/or manufacturing variation considered is summarized in the following

paragraphs beginning with the conditions causing the least reverse bias

and proceeding to the condition causing the most reverse bias. The

conditions causing least reverse bias are variations in cell temperature

and open circuit voltage. Plots of cell voltage versus module voltage

presented in chapter III, figures 111-16 and 111-22 demonstrate that

variations in open circuit voltage alone, or variations in cell temper-

ature alone, will not cause any cells to go into reverse bias regardless

of the module operating point.

Manufacturing variations in short circuit current result in moderate

levels of reverse bias. The distribution of short circuit currents is

controlled by the sorting process on cells which occurs before manu-

facture of the modules. This sorting process limits cell reverse bias by

forcing the short circuit currents of cells within a module to be within

a limited range. In chapter III, figure 111-27, the voltage of the cell

with the most reverse bias in a module is plotted against string voltage.

At the array peak power point of approximately 235 volts, the cell with

the most reverse bias is at approximately 0 volts. The same result may

be obtained by considering the plot in figure 111-28 (curve representing
0 percent shadowing). With no shadowing the plots of module voltage

versus string voltage show that the module is forward biased at the peak

power voltage of the array, i.e. 235 volts. Since the maximum reverse

bias on any given module is limited to approximately 1 volt by the bypass

diode, short circuiting of the array will produce near short circuit

conditions in every module.
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The maximum reverse bias on any given cell for manufacturing varia-

tions on short circuit current can be most easily read from the figure III-

17, entitled "Curves for 7.5% Uniform Distribution on IP." This figure

indicates that manufacturing variations on short circuit current alone can

cause approximately 2.1 volts reverse bias at short circuit of the array.

In summary, manufacturing variations on short circuit current alone will

not cause any modules or cells to become reverse biased at peak power of

the array but can cause 2.1 volts reverse bias on a cell when the array

output is short circuited.

The plots of module voltage as a function of string voltage in figures

111-28, 111-29, and 111-30, indicate that uniform shadowing of one module

can cause that module to become reverse biased. The plots of cell voltage

as a function of string voltage in the same section of the text indicate

that a combination of uniform shadowing on one module and manufacturing

variations in short circuit current produce approximately the same maximum

reverse bias on any cell as would be produced by manufacturing variations

in short circuit current. alone. However, with uniform shadowing of the

module, the maximum reverse bias on the cell can occur when the array is

operating at its peak power point instead of when the array is operating at

short circuit.

The worst case reverse bias on a cell occurs when shadowing is limited

to a single cell in an array as shown in tables III-3A and III-3B. Without

bypass diode protection to limit cell reverse voltage, shadowing a single

cell can generate as much as 21 volts reverse bias on that cell at array

peak power. This reverse bias voltage is dropped across the cell at a peak

power string current of approximately 1.8 amperes dissipating 38 watts of

thermal power. Assuming -T = 3.0*C/W from chapter IV, this level of

thermal power dissipation can drive cell temperature 114*C above the

operating cell temperature (- 140*C above ambient), a point which is well

beyond the onset of outgassing for the M-module.
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C. FAILURE MECHANISMS

The worst case cell reverse bias identified in the preceeding section

shows that shadowing one cell in string can be considered as the primary

failure mechanism.

An analysis was performed using PV-TAP to determine the temperature of

a typical cell in a string of modules as a function of degree of shadowing.

The run consisted of 14 series-connected M-modules chosen from the four ISC
bins with one average cell in one module progressively shadowed. A 7.5%

distribution was placed on the photocurrents within each module and a

bypass diode was placed across each module. The string was operated at

peak power. This does not represent a worst case temperature rise but

rather the temperature rise of an average cell in a typical module.

Figure V-1 and V-2 present the reverse bias and temperature of the

cell as a function of degree of shadowing for shunt resistances of 1000

and 250, respectively. Note that the voltage rises rapidly to about 18V

and then increases slowly to the module open circuit voltage of 21 - 22V.

Because the current through the cell is decreasing with increasing

shadowing, the power dissipation reaches a maximum when the voltage curve

passes the knee (horizontal dotted line). The maximum power dissipation

point is indicated by the vertical dotted line. This is also the point

where the temperature peaks since the temperature rise is proportional to

the electrical power dissipated.

The slope of the reverse bias curve is much greater for the 10000 case

than for 250 case because the slope is controlled by the shunt resistance.

As the cell becomes reverse biased, the current generated by the rest of

the module must pass through the shunt resistance of the shadowed cell.

Therefore, each reduction in photocurrent must be picked up by the shunt

resistance. For a high shunt resistance such as 10000, the small extra

current will cause a large reverse voltage.
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The cell temperatures are also shown in figures V-l and V-2. Equa-

tion 4-3 was used in PV-TAP to determine the temperature of the shadowed

cell as a function of insolation and electrical power flow. The elec-

trical power is, in turn, a function of insolation on the cell and inter-

action of the cell with the rest of the string. Unit step functions were

used to switch from forward to reverse power when the voltage on the cell

became negative. The PV-TAP version of equation 4-3 is shown below:

TCell TAmbient + S * [SoAo (1 S) -PPF E R

TCell =TAmbient + 4.35*C/W * [7.85W (1 - S) - IPVVPVU(VPV)]

- 3.0 C/W * IPVVpU(-VPV)

where U(x) = 1 >00 x <0

and other variables and contants are as defined in chapter IV. With a

20*C ambient temperature, the maximum cell temperature (horizontal dotted

line) for RSH = 1000 is 132*C. This is a 81*C rise from the calculated

operating temperature. This occurs at 23 percent shadowing just as the

peak power dissipation does. The cell temperature exceeds 80*C, the

temperature for onset of outgassing, at 20 percent shadowing correspon-

ding to 6.7V reverse bias.

The maximum cell temperature for RSH = 25 is 120*C. This is 68*C

above the operating temperature. This occurs at 59 percent shadowing.

The cell temperature exceeds 80*C at 36 percent shadowing corresponding

to 7.8V reverse bias.

Solar Power Corporation has reported that for a randomly chosen cell

in one glass module, they experienced a rise of 68*C above operating

temperature at 20 percent shadowing. Although no definitive comparisons

can be made due to the lack of a sufficient data base, the correlation

between calculated and measured values is qualitatively good. The M-
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module has 4 more cells than the G-module and consequently can generate

about 2V more reverse bias on a cell. At 3*C/W and about 2A, this will

result in and additional 12*C temperature rise for a cell in an M-module.

Changes in the ambient temperature will shift the curve representing

cell temperature up or down in figures V-1 and V-2. The curves are shown

for a nominal temperature of 20 C, but ambient temperatures of 30*C

(86*F) can be expected in the summer at Mt. Laguna. This higher tempera-

ture will shift the curve up, reducing the safety margin between normal

cell temperature (with no shadow) and the outgassing temperature.

D. PROTECTIVE MEASURES

As discussed above, shadowing of one cell can cause a module to

become reverse biased and the shadowed cell to reach temperatures more

than 50*C above the onset of outgassing even when the array is operating

at peak power. Since uneven illumination can not be eliminated, the

reverse bias on each cell must be limited. Bypass diodes can be used to

limit the maximum reverse bias on a cell.

The maximum allowable reverse bias can be found from the equation

for cell temperature presented in the preceeding section. To ensure a

conservative design, the maximum allowable reverse bias is the cell

voltage necessary to heat the cell to the lowest outgassing temperature.

Once the maximum allowable cell reverse voltage is determined, an

equation developed in DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS*

can be used to calculate the number of cells allowed per bypass diode

and, consequently, the number of bypass diodes needed per module. The

following equation from DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS

specifies the maximum reverse bias on a shadowed cell as a function of

the voltages of the cells in a bypass group and the bypass diode voltage.

*R. M Turfler, T. J. Lambarski and R. W. Grant, DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR
LARGE PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS, The BDM Corporation for Sandia Laboratories
SAND79-7001, U6-63A, January 1979, pp. 111-12, 13.
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VRB=Vf + VOCC (N-1)

where N = number of cells per bypass group

VOCC = open circuit voltage of illuminated cell

VRB = maximum allowable reverse voltage

Vf = forward voltage of bypass diode.

If the maximum allowable reverse bias is known, the equation can be

inverted to determine the maximum number of cells (N) allowable per

bypass group. To estimate the accuracy of this equation, compare the

results of the equation with maximum reverse bias predicted by the module

level analysis as discussed in chapter III. The equation would predict a

maximum of 22.2 V reverse bias for an M-module (40 cells) with a typical

open circuit cell voltage of 0.544 V and a forward voltage of 1 V for the

bypass diode. As shown in figures V-1 and V-2, the worst case reverse

bias is limited to 22.1 V or 20.5 V depending on shunt resistance. There-

fore, the equation given in the DESIGN GUIDELINES can be considered

accurate for the 10000 case and conservative for the 25 0 case.

In summary, the maximum allowable reverse voltage is determined from

the computer runs for cell temperature. Then, the maximum number of

cells per bypass diode is computed using the equation from the DESIGN

GUIDELINES. The reverse bias associated with outgassing temperature is

6.7V for 1000 0 shunt resistance and 7.8V for 25 0 shunt resistance.

Typically, the open circuit voltage of the 10-cm diameter Solar Power

Cells is 0.544 V. The minimum number of bypass diodes per module to

ensure a conservative design was computed from these values and is tabu-

lated in table V-1 for nominal ambient temperature (20*C), typical summer

ambient temperature (30*C), low shunt resistance (25 0) and high shunt

resistance (1000 0). The intermediate quantities of maximum allowable

reverse bias and maximum number of cells per bypass diode are also given

in table V-1. These values assume a forward voltage on the bypass diode

of 1 V. These values also depend on the minimum outgassing temperature

of 80*C for the M-module.
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TABLE V-i. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE REVERSE VOLTAGE AND NUMBER
OF BYPASS DIODES PER MODULE

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE

Nominal

Nominal

Summer

Summer

INITIAL
OUTGASSING

CELL
TEMPERATURE

OC

80

80

80

80

SHUNT
RESISTANCE

25

1000

25

1000

MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE
REVERSE

V

7.8

6.7

5.5

4.6

# CELLS
PER

BYPASS

13

11

9

7

# BYPASS DIODES
PER MODULE

3*

4

5

6

*Slightly over maximum allowable reverse bias.

2
m

0

C)
0

0

-1
0
z
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The number of cells per bypass diode was truncated to the next lower

integer and the number of bypass diodes per module was rounded up to the

next higher integer. The 3, 5, and 6 diode requirements would be

extremely difficult to implement since the module layout is 4 rows of 10

cells in each row. The most economically feasible configurations would

be 4 and 8 diodes per module. The former would be less expensive but

might not provide adequate protection in the summer.
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APPENDIX A

TYPICAL PV-TAP INPUT DECKS
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VOLTAGE SOURCES
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ALPHA 5.218F3
ETA 1.0

PV IPV2 11
6 40.
IS ?.0?F-2
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IP 2.0F3
M 1.33

P 2.?5
RS 0.02E-3
VH -40.
SR 1.0
TR 319
KSC 8107
ALPHA 5.21AF3
ETA 1.0

) 11D10 1
RH 1.0E-4
TH 20.
IS 8.?4E-6

STATE 1
92LOAD .1E-3 (9) 1E-3 (50) 10F-3 (50) 30E-3
*PV40.IP 2.0E3 1.95E3 1.90E3 1 .85E3 1.80E3
PLOT I LOADA) VS V (RLOA )
PLOT V(PV40) VS V(P2LOA()
PRINT I(R2LOAD) V(RLOAD) V(PV40) X1

L6

57
5H

54
60
61
6?
67
64
65
66
67
6A
69
70
71
7?
73
74

75
76

77
78
19
8 (
Al
A?
H3

84
AS
86
87
MR
A9

?
R?LOAD .IE-3 (9) )E-3 (50) 10F-3 (50)
*PV40.IP 1.75E3 1.70F3 1.65E3 1.60E3
PLOT I (RLOAD) VS V(P?LOA)
PLOT V (PV40) VS V (R?LOAO)
PRINT I(R2LOAD) V(R2LOAD) V(PV40) X1

(10) 100E-3 (10) 1

30E-3 (10) 100E-3 (10) 1
1.55E3 1.50F3

A
u2LOAD .1E-3 (9) 1E-3 (50) 10F-3 (50) 30E-3 (10) 100E-3 (10) 1
*PV40.IP 1.45F3 1.40F3 1.3SE3 1.30E3 1.25E3 1.?0F3
PLOT I(PLOAD) VS V (R?L04D)
PLOT V(PV40) VS V(R?LOAD)
PRINT I(R?LOAD) V(RLOAD) V(PV40) X1

A-4
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MANUFACTURING VARIATIONS

+7.5% UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

ON PHOTOCURRENT
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NET-2 NETW «K ANALYSIS PROGRAM RELEASE 9.1 FTN
01/07/80 18.40.06.

000000000111111111122?22???22333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778
1?3456789012345678901?3456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

1**** MODULE OF 40 P/V CELLS
**** SUB-NETWORK

3 DEFINE SUBPV EP EN SUN TEMP
4 PVA1 EP N2 SUN TEMP PI 1PV1 OqO,0Oq, ,51
5 PVA2 N2 N3 SUN TEMP P2 1PV1 0,0,0.0,1,51
6 PVA3 N3 N4 SUN TEMP P3 1V1 0.0,0,0,1.51
7 PVA4 N4 N5 SUN TEMP P4 1PV1 0,0.0q0.1.51
8 PVA5 N5 EN SUN TEMP PS IPV1 0.0.0,0.1.51
9 X1=MIN(V(PVA1),MIN(V(PVA2),MIN(V(PVA3).MIN(V(PVA4).V(PVA5)))))

10 X11=300000+20000* (X1-V(PVA1))+2000*1i(X1-V(PVA?))$
10 +?00*L(X1-V(PVA3))+204t(X1-V(PVA4))+2*U(X1-V(PVA5))
11 **
1? SUBPVI EP M2 SUN TEMP
13 SUF3PV2 M2 M3 SUN TEMP
14 SURPV3 M3 M4 SUN TEMP
15 SUJPV4 M4 M5 SUN TEMP
16 SIJRPV5 MS M6 SUN TEMP
17 SUBPV6 M6 M7 SUN TEMP
18 SUHPV7 M7 M8 SUN TEMP
19 SUBPV8 M8 0 SUN TEMP

21 X4=MIN(SUBPV1.XI,MIN(SLHPV2.XI.MIN(SUHPV3.X1.MIN(SUPPV4.X1.$
21 MIN(SIJPV5.XI.MIN(SUHPV6.X1,MIN(SUJHPV7.Xl.SURPV8.X])))))))
?2 X41=30000+2000*U(X4-SURPVI.X1)+200*U(X4-SURPV2.X1)+?0*U(X4-SURPV3.X1)
2? +?*U(X4-SURPV4.X1)
23 X42=30000+2000*U(X4-SIJRPV9.X1)+200*U(X4-SURPV6.Xl)+?0*U(X4-SJBPV7.X])%
23 +?*U(X4-SUBPV8.X1)
24 a
25 X5=I(R2LOAD)*V(R2LOAD)

27 *** VOLTAGE SOURCES
28 V?SUN SUN 0 1
29 V?TAMR TEMP 0 319
30 i

31 **** LOAD RESISTANCE

3? R?LOAD EP 0 20E-3
33 n ti
34 AGGREGATION
35 IP RECT 0.925* 1.075*
36 na
37 LIBRARY
38 PV 1PV-1 11
39 G 40.
40 IS 2.02E-2
41 IP 2.0E3
4? M 1.33
43 P 2.25
44 RS 0.02E-3
45 VB -40.
46 SR 1.0
47 TR 319
48 KSC 8107
49 ALPHA 5.218E3
50 ETA 1.0
51 *r>#
5? STATE]
5- R?LOAD .1E-3 (9) 1E-3 (50) 10F-3 (50) 30E-3 (10) 100F-3 (10) 1.0
54 PLOT I(R?LOAD) VS V(R2LOAD)
55 PLOT X4 VS V(R2LOAD)
56 PLOT X5 VS V(RLOAD)
57 PRINT I(R2LOAD) V(R2LOAD) X4 X5 X41 X42
58 PRINT SURPV1.Xll SURPV2.X11 SU8PV3.Xll SLIRPV4.X11 SURPV5.X11
58 SIRPV6.Xl SURPV7.XI1 SUBPVR.X11
59 END

A-6
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14 Module String

13 Aggregate Modules chosen evenly

from 4 short circuit current bins

1 40-cell module, progressively

shadowed, with a +7.5% uniform

distribution on photocurrent

chosen from low short circuit

current bin
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NFT-2 HF TW)r' ANALYST IS lP11(IPA' 1Fl F AS '1 I F 14
o1 / M1/ 09. )(. 1 1.

00000001 111 1 11111?????????3 133 33333344444444445555;99 i6661666667777777778

1 34t6i 790 ? 345t 7901? 14567H9J 123461601 ?34b67090 1?3456789011345678901234567890
1 } 1 1 AbRF(;ATF M00111 ES ANO ONE MOIJIJL F (F 40 PV CFLLS
? 6FFI PlF YJH1 FP FN SIJ? TF MP

3 OVA) IP N? 5112 TFP P1 -WVI 0.0.0..1.51
4 PVO? N? N3 II? rFMP P2 10V1i ('.0,0. 1.1
3 PVA N3 N4 31? TFMP P3 1PV1 0.0.0,0.1. 1

6 PVA4 [4 N4N 512 fFMP P4 IdV1 0,0.0.0.l.J
7 PVAS N.1  FN l I? rTr-P PS PV (.0.0.0 1.S 1

A Xl1=iN (V(PVIA1 ) .M(N(V (OVA?) .r'iN(V (PVA3) .M1IN(V (PVA4) .V(PVAS) )) )

1n OFF TNF 31HH EP EN SU? TEMP
11 ",06A1 t P "I? SU? TFMP

1 ? tiH ? ! 3 till? TEMP
13 3IIHA 3 M4 SU? TEMP

14 31 A A4 N4 N S 2I.? TFMP
S 3;,14A6 M M6 5(1? TFMP

16 1HAAt, I.,i MI SU4 ? TFr^P

17 10A M/ ' H '(I? TFMP
10 3t1)-3M MO F-N 5(2? TFMP

21 OFF],\IF S1IHPV F P FN StN TEMP

21 OVAl FP N? SIIN TFMP 1) 1PV? 0.0.0.0,9?,S
?? PIV- ? N? (,3 SIN IF' P P? IPV? 0.0.0,0.3 1

23 PVA3 N1 N4 (i St IN rFM-P P3 1t'V/ 0O.(1.0.4.51
?4 1VA4 N4 rh SUN rF"'P P4 IPV? 0,0).1).0,c,"1

?5 P'VAN N N6 SUN TFMP P' iPV? 0.0.,0,?.9.1
?r 0VA6 N6 H7 SOIN rF'P P6 IPV/ 0.0.0.,3.31

?7 V6 47 N7 NR S1IN TF1iP P7 1P V? ().0. O,0,4.51
?IVAl N8 (19 SON TFMP PM IPV? 0.0.0,.".51

?Q 1)VAn N4 [10 31'YN TFMP P9 I1/V 0,0.0.0.?,51
30 0VA10 N10 Nil SON TEMP P11 LPV? 0.0.0.0.1.51
31 OVAll Nil N1? Sunl (IP P11 1PV? 0.0.0.,4.5]

32 P\/.!? N1? N13 IJU fEMIP Pl/ IPV2 0.0,0.0.5.51
33 PVA13 N11 EiJ StoJ TEMP P13 JPV2 0.0.0.0.2.51

314

3- Si PV 1 F I P? 31N TEMP

36 30114? P 0 ';(1? TFOP

30 X,-MIN(H iA?.3S 1Ht .X1.M 1 (N H A2.11tA?.X .1TN(SHHA?. UJ A3. xl ,$
3A MrN (SBHA?.SIHA4.A .MIN (SHHA?.Yi A5.XI q"iIN (SRHA.SIlRA6.XI.
3R rITN(SHIA?.SUHA7.X1 .S0A?.5UHA1i.f )1)))))) )

4!1 X1,= (r? L'.)A ) *V (N?1 ()A,))

4? {}}' VOL T AF 3(1(/CF S
43 V?';O? S12 0 1
44 V?S!N1 SiN () 1
43 VTA iIO T EMP I) 31

C7 '"},"} LOAI) P ( S ST ANCF
4A RA2O) FP 0 0.8

30 AGGEiA T(IN
51 (6 PICT 0.4?L; 1.*75

33 01 FErNA TI N1?
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57 10 P? CT 0 .950' .nfl

So LAGl ( ;REG T ON4
6n I 0)-CT 1.00* 1 . n

42 ASOF CA TI ()NS
6I 1 PFCT 1.054 1.10*

6'S L T H fR
44 aV LOVI 11

7 (, 40.
0 IS ?.0?v-?

I-P 10 1 .MAF]

in M' 1. 33

7? PS 0.l?F -3
7 A V14 -4).

7/, ( 1 .0
7iS Tr TIP
76 KSC H Pl 7
77, Al '-HA ;.?l F3

7n f f n1 1.0
70 PV 1 P v2 1 1
no H 0.025

P1 C 1.75E4
Ll( G 1.0

PT IP 2.0F3
n4 IS 7.02F-?

'-1 M 53.20
96 P 2.25

07 TP +I

114 VH -40.
Pr) V7 44. )
91 KSC 3.?4MF5
o? ALPHA 5.?1HF3

Q- a3n
04 STA FF 1

Q5 P?I.)AI) 4F-3 (9) 4E-? (cO) 4F-1 (50) 1.20 (10) 4.0 (10) 4n.
Q6 iv2 ? 1.)0 .95 0.9n 0.05 0.80

07 P1.01 1 ( / L. n)) VS V (.?LO H)'
4Q PLOT X14 VS V (/L'OA)

ga L) P N (P?) VS V (PLO)A1)

100 PrINf I (2?L04A1) V'(P?LOA)) X4 XL N (P?)

101 TATF?

10 rI (Al) 14 -3 (9) 4F-? (')) 4F-1 (50) 1.20 (11) 4.0 (10) 40.

I 0 *V?SU? n.7 0.70 0.65 0.40 0.55
n4 PCL0 

f I (r?L0AI1) VS V ()?LOAr)
100 PLOT X4 VS V( 1?LnAI))
104 (_ T N (2?) VS V (2LCOAT))

107 'PINT f (PLOAO) V (R LOAI)) X4 X5 N(P?)
100 STATFI
100 '.'LA OA)) 4F-3 (U) 4F-? (50) 4E-1 (50) 1.20 (10) 4.0 (10) 40.
110 VS /12 0. )0 0.45 0.40 0. i4 0.30
S11 ('LOT 1 (1 ?L On)) VS V (0? ')AD)

1 1? PL(T X VS V (LI)AI)

1 PLOT NIP?) VS V (PLOAl)

14 P4 'I f 1 ('.LOAU ) V (1?L 0A1)) X4 XS N (P2)
I I ( F -lI
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